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RAINBOW'S END: THE QUEST FOR AN
OPTIMAL TAXONOMY'
L. A.

S. JOHNSON

Synopsis

of taxonomyare discussed,followed by an examination
The aims and justification
of the foundationsof ordinationand classification.The Adansonianor pheneticphilosand precision
ophyis criticallyexaminedand it is concludedthatits claimsof objectivity
are ill-founded,since subjectiveor arbitrarychoices and definitionsare necessaryconmeasuresand
homologiesand correspondences,
ceming acceptableor relevantattributes,
of attributes,and measures of similarity.Phylogeny,represented
commensurabilities
topologicallyas a temporalbranchingsequence,is held to be the nearestapproachto a
in natureforbiologicalclassification.The chargethatphylogenetic
firmbasis of reference
involves viciouslycircular reasoningis discussed and rejected, though
reconstruction
somepositivefeedbackis admitted.
The theoryand applicationof numericaltaxonomyare discussedin general and the
potentialvalue of numericalphyleticsis stressed. The possibilityof using DNA base
matchingas a solid foundationis brieflyexamined. It is shown that, while phenetic
do not themselves
are infinitely
variable,topologicalphyleticreconstructions
classifications
supply the kind of taxonomythat is usually demanded,since they do not adequately
changesin patternsof organisation.No optimalclassificaevolutionary
expresssignificant
is possibleup to a pointof inherentinstability.
tioncan be defined,but improvement
studied as part of
While the underlyingfacts and processes can be scientifically
itselfremainslargelya disclipinedart,which is not convertible
classification
systematics,
quantification.The necessityforcompromise
to an exactscienceby any formof arbitrary
of the Linnaeanhierarchy
is stressed.The suggestedreplacement
and continuedsynthesis
is mentionedbut held to be prematureand to have serious disby "numericlature"
advantages. Mathematicalconceptsare discussedwhereverrelevantto the foundations
of the subject.

'He said 'I hunt forhaddocks' eyes
Among the heatherbright,
And work them into waistcoat-buttons
In the silentnight. . ."'
LEwis CARROLL ( 1871)"Throughthe Looking-Glass,and
What Alice Found There."

The "aged, aged man" would seem to
have made two misjudgements:he sought
unnecessary and rather unsuitable materialsfor his purpose, and then looked in
1 Reprinted
from PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

LINNEAN

93, Part 1,
pp. 1-45 (Issued 19th November,1968), through
the courtesyof the authorand the Society. The
paper was originallya PresidentialAddress,delivered27 March1968.
SOCIETY

OF NEW SOUTH WALES, VOL.

a most unlikely place for them. Is the
search by some taxonomistsfor the one
CCcorrect"
classificationof organismsequally
futile and misguided? Before we can
answer this question we shall need to look
rather closely at some of the foundations
of taxonomy.
The history of taxonomy and of taxonomic attitudes and methods has been
reviewed in detail often enough. A presidential address gives one licence to wander
at large over a field of interest. That is
what I propose to do, examining certain
relevant aspects or opinions, and offering
commentsand animadversionsupon them,
in the hope of discoveringor decidingwhat
taxonomycan or should hope to achieve.
I shall use the terms ""taxonomy"and

The following article is reprinted from another journal, circulation of which in North America is
limited to a few persons and institutions.That the editors of SystematicZoology would break with the
tradition that reserves space in the journal only for original works not printed elsewhere hopefully
suggests that the article has unusual significance. In fact, the author has done an informed and
wide-ranging synthesisand has provided us with a unique and lively view of contemporarytaxonomy
that should generateconsiderableinterestin many quarters.-Ed.
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ccsystematics"as roughly equivalent, with ditional systematicshas been by-passed,

a tendency towards the principles-versus- whetherwe like it or not. I say thisas one
practice distinctionmade by some Ameri- who has ratherpunctiliouslyfollowed the
can authors (e.g., Simpson,1961). Except rules of nomenclature,thoughwithincreasin passing, I shall mean by taxonomythe ing impatience-not at the existence of
classificationof organisms and not, as is rules, but at the stultifyingconsequences
fashionable today, of automobile com- of thosewe have.
much systematic
ponents, criminals,Latin texts (Griffith, Despite these criticisms,
1967), or heraldic beasts. In order to work of the past is in fact not out-datedachieve reasonable precision,I shall have just at Pythagoras's theorem is as valid
occasion at times to use some of the today as ever, or, less absolutely,as Newelementary language and concepts, but ton's mechanicsis all thatwe need to cope
little of the notation,of certain aspects of with those many familiarproblems where
mathematics,in particular of set theory the scale is such that the answersgiven by
quantum mechanics and relativitytheory
and highergeometry.
would not differ,at the order of accuracy
THE STATUS AND JUSTIFICATION
required, from the Newtonian answers.
OF TAXONOMY
Also, followinga becalmmentin the dol-Taxonomistsare oftenheard to complain drums during the firstfortyyears of this
that other biologists accord them insuffi- century,systematicswas able to recruit
cient respect, that universitiespay little more workers possessing sound scientific
attention to taxonomy,and so forth-in trainingand some idea of the complexity
fact that they are kept in subjection in a and dynamics of the populations from
scientificpeck orderin which biology itself which their specimens are drawn. Taxranks none too high, molecular biology onomic research improved markedlyas a
apart (for the obvious reason that molec- result.
As we all know, this revirescencewas
ular biologists are asking simpler,and in
associated
with the progressof cytogenetic
a sense genuinelymore fundamental,quesand
theory,and in its early
evolutionary
tions which can be answered-sometimes
it
found
full expressionin the
first
days
-even by physicalscientists). I shall now
Systematics" (ed.
"The
New
symposium
assert
riskthe wrath of my colleagues and
that, although there is indeed some cause Huxley, 1940). Much earlier,the Darwinfor these complaints, not a few non- ian revolutionhad imbued many taxonoinitiatespay the taxonomicpriesthoodmore mists (chiefly those whose education was
respect than we perhaps merit. The not completedbefore the establishmentof
system, which is evolutionary thinking!) with the notion
historico-nomenclatural
probably much less justified and immu- that if the phylogenyof a group could be
table than systematistsare wont to claim, successfullyreconstructed,the taxonomic
burdenstaxonomywith an enormousdead- problems concerningit would be solved.
weight of out-dated and sometimes very Whether or not classificationwas thereby
bad work, professionaland amateur, old improved,some life certainlycame into the
and new. In any other non-historical subject for a few decades. Other systemdiscipline such publications would lapse atists toiled on, sorting and shuffling,
without much theoretical interest at all
into the obscuritythey deserve.
Althoughsystematicscontinuesto attract and, when favouredby nature with clearmore than its fairshare of unshakable con- cut situations,some among them produced
servatives and legalists, much of its ac- classificationswhich continue to satisfy
cumulated dross must eventuallybe swept most users. There are groups in which
away. If it is not, we may find that tra- nobody cares except the specialists them-
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selves. Sometimes the technicality,obThe role of taxonomyin education is
scurity, and dullness of the specialists' emphasizedby Davis and Heywood (1963),
esotericworks have helped to bring about who say that it "remains the principal
and preservethis state of blessed isolation. agency through which the student may
In general,whethergood or bad, theoret- gain acquaintance with the diversityof
ically disposed or otherwise,taxonomists organisms,the patternsof variationin the
themselves,like other scientistsand schol- living world and . . . the evolutionary
ars, find theirown activitiesself-justifyingmechanisms which have brought these
because they bring some degree of intel- patterns about. The taxonomic approach
lectual satisfaction. This is doubtless the is a focal point forstudentsof biology and
chief motivationfor most of us, whatever enables them to fit togetherinto a framerationalizationswe offerabout usefulness work of ideas a mass of otherwiseuncowhen called upon to show why society ordinatedfacts".
should support us. Nevertheless,society
The classificatory
natureof the whole of
does supportus, niggardlythoughwe claim science is sometimesstressed. Many of my
this support to be. Why? Partlybecause, generation will remember from their
fromsheer inertia,the dispensersof funds schooldays a textbook of chemistryby
will usually keep a going concern alive, Sherwood Taylor (1939), which begins
but also, as any worker in a systematic with the words: "Natural science is the
service organization can testify,because process of systematicallyarranging and
there is a genuine call, from science and classifyingman's knowledge of the world
industryas well as manyotheractivitiesof about him." Perhaps this only partiallydeman, for the services of the namer and fines the nature of science, but the search
classifier.
for more inclusive and if possible more
simplyand generallydescribableclasses, of
TIIE NEED TO CLASSIFY
relationsas well as things,is an important
None of us can communicate,or even factorin arrivingat the generalbut precise
live, unless we sort or classify the phe- "laws" (as they are so inappropriately
nomena of our experience; further,we called) which science seeks.
need in some way to label the classes or
sets to which we assign these phenomena
OF OPTIMALITY
THE QUESTION
(for an introductionto the mathematical
So much for the need for some sort of
theoryof sets see, for example, Room and taxonomy. A chain of questions then
Mack, 1966, and for an application to arises: Are some classificationsbetterthan
taxonomysee Buck and Hull, 1966). Often others? If so, when does the improvement
we know that someone else, the specialist (assuming that we have some means of
classifier,is more efficientat this task assessing it) justifychanging an existing
than we are, and so we avail ourselvesof system-or, how are we to
choose between
his services. Having classifiedand named co-existing systems? If
improvementis
(labelled) a phenomenonor group of phe- possible, then is there, logically, a best
nomena,we can ascertainfurtherinforma- classification(practicallyattainableor not)
tion about it and can talk about it. We to which we can try to approximate?
may even, naively,considerthat we know Finally,if thereis an optimalclassification,
what it is. How often an inquirer asks, what is its basis?
"What is this organism?" and, on being
As soon as we attemptto answer these
told "Melania alba", considers himself questions,or even to definethe termsused
somehow wiser than before. Anthropolo- in them,we findourselvesfaced withmany
gists know well the supposed power con- more questions. In any field where definiferredby knowledge of a name.
tionsare requiredwe are led intoan infinite
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regress; so we must agree to take certain cated in certain universities). The backthings for granted-to set up starting ground to this way of thought is the
points,as it were. In the more rigid con- "operational" approach of logical positivtexts of logic or mathematicsone starts ism, a more far-reachinganti-metaphysical
with certain postulates, but even in the philosophythan empiricismbut, like emexpressionof these one must perforceuse piricism,of obvious appeal to the scientific
certaintermsand syntacticrelationshipsof mind (Britton,1958, and referencestherein
undefinedmeaning. For example,in mod- and in Gilmour and Walters, 1954, and
ern mathematics,the concept of "point"is Carolin, 1967).* It has culminatedin the
usually left undefined; likewise, logical so-called Adansonian, neo-Adansonian,or
links such as "it follows that" must be pheneticcredo which,perhapsby historical
accepted more or less intuitively(Courant accident,is now so closely associated with
what is labelled numerical taxonomy
and Robbins,1961).
Much has been writtenon the philo- (Sneath and Sokal, 1962) or taximetrics
sophical bases of classification,including (Rogers, 1963). The strong influence of
biological classification.While this litera- the phenetic viewpoint is exemplifiedin
tureis academicallyinteresting
and has im- the generally well-balanced and compreportantimplicationsfor essentiallysimple hensive modem textbook of angiosperm
(but not always easy!) domains of inquiry taxonomyby Davis and Heywood (1963),
such as mathematics,its application to where its merits are accepted as almost
essentiallyvague (i.e., very highly com- self-evident.
plex) domains such as biological taxonomy
Strictly,Adansonianismadvocates multiseems to be of little practical assistance. attribute classification,grouping on the
Most practisingsystematistscontinuetheir
basis of many equally weighted attributes
studieswithoutworryingabout philosophidrawn frommany parts of the organism,
cal foundationsand it appears that,in their
own work, many philosophicallyminded
* To definemy own philosophicalstandpoint,
I
authorsproceed in much the same way as should perhapssay that,while preferring
logical
other competentsystematists.In contrast, positivismto metaphysicalphilosophies,I find it
evolutionarytheory has noticeably influ- entirelyreasonable to believe in the material
of course,in the
enced the methods,approach, results,and realityof the universe-material,
Principle,we
sense that,despite the Uncertainty
particularlythe interpretations,of those can learn a great deal about the behaviourof
systematicworkerswho are stronglyaware "matter-energy"
at various levels of aggregation
of the genetical and evolutionaryback- and organization,and that the fundamentals
ground and implications of their work, (thoughnot alwaysthe details) of thisbehaviour
are independentof the existenceof ourselvesor
whether they call themselves "biosystem- other
observers.As to the place of purposeand
atists"or eschew such labels.
of life in this physicalworld,I can
particularly

for any formof supernaturalsee no justification
or neo-vitalism,
transcendentalism,
ism,mysticism,
with physics
nor can I see anythinginconsistent
Despite this lack of practical effect,the in the factthat,in the sense of information
theory
organisms
inmodern philosophical school of taxonomy, but not of physicalthermodynamics,
while theygrow as individuals
foremost among whose early spokesmen crease negentropy
or populations. Life is the state of possessing
were the botanist J. S. L. Gilmour (e.g., mechanisms
replication,and
for self-perpetuation,
Gilmour, 1940), now at Cambridge, and (in a sense) occasionalincreaseof the organization
(somewhat later) the Oxford zoologist A. of systemsof physical components;that is the
J. Cain (e.g., Cain and Harrison, 1958; onlyway in whichit is "different".Explicitlyor
these views are probably shared by most
Cain, 1959), has had an increasingappeal not,
biologists. Neo-vitalismtoday seems often to
over the past thirtyyears to theoretically arise, curiouslyenough, among physicists(e.g.,
minded taxonomists(especially those edu- Wigner,reviewedby Pais, 1967).
THE PHILOSOPHY OF PHENETICISM
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and refusingto attach greater weight a debated and frequentlyconfused. Tradipriori to certain "essential" characters. tionaltaxonomistshave joined in withmore
Michel Adanson's approach (Lawrence, pragmaticargumentsand fromfear of dis1963), in the context of the eighteenth- placement or interferenceby technical
centuryEnlightenment,representeda de- innovationswhich, perhaps often rightly,
liberate break fromthe blend of debased theyregard as unnecessary. On the whole
Platono-Aristotelian
philosophy and theol- the pheneticistshave spoken more loudly
ogy which constitutedmediaeval Scholasti- and with the confidenceof revolutionaries
cism. Although it was abandoned by who sense that the Zeitgeist is on their
progressivephilosophers,Scholasticismcon- side. In the course of a decade the nutinuedto obfuscatesome scientists'thought mericalpheneticistshave come to hold the
long afterthe Middle Ages and its outward centreof the stage. Such successes are at
forms,at least, were preservedin the con- times due to salesmanship rather than
cepts of "genera", "species", "characters", scientificmerit,and we shall do well to
and "differentiae",
as well as in the doctrine look criticallyat the foundationsof pheof divine special creation,accepted by Lin- netics. Time and performance,of course,
naeus and other orthodox taxonomistsof will providethe acid tests.
his day (see also Hull, 1965). In practice,
I shall defer most of the discussion of
many good systematists
were partial Adan- numericaltechniquesin taxonomyuntilwe
sonians long before the termcame into its have dealt with the more general subject
present vogue. Phylogeny,as we under- of systematizingthe objects of our exstand it, was a concept unknownto Adan- perience.
son, though he was no divine-creationist,
THE NATURE OF ORDINATION
but modern pheneticismnot only purports
to be stringently
Adansonian but also emAs several authors (e.g., Williams,1967)
phatically rejects the use of phylogenetic have recentlyremindedus, an orderlyarconsiderationsin reaching taxonomiccon- rangementof objects, or more usually of
clusions (that is to say, in arriving at the symbols representingthem, need not
particularclassifications).However,itspro- be a classification;we may settle for an
ponents are mostly careful to state that ordination,that is, we may assign relative
they do not reject subsequent or inde- positions to objects according to their
pendent phylogenetic interpretation,or states with respect to a set of their "attri"speculation" as many prefer to put it. butes", a separate dimensionbeing necesMost pheneticistsalso reject taxonomicuse sary for each attribute. This procedure
of the "biological species concept" devel- establishes an "attribute-space" (usually
oped, with variations,in numerouspubli- abstract), in which the objects are reprecations by Dobzhansky, Huxley, Mayr, sented by points or sometimes regions.
Stebbins, and others, and stronglyadvo- Obviously,to be meaningfulin the ordinacated in ratherpuristtermsby AskellLove tion, each of these attributes must be
(e.g., Dobzhansky, 1951; Huxley, 1942; representedby at least two statesin the set
Mayr, 1939, 1957a, 1957b, 1963; Stebbins, of objects under consideration; in other
1950; Love, 1964).
words, they are "pluri-stateattributes".*
Since manyevolutionarytaxonomistsand An example of the simplestnon-trivialcase
biosystematists
have thoughtthat pheneti- would be the orderingin one dimensionof,
cism unjustifiablyneglects the important say, men according to their measurements
gains in understandingcontributedby their
* I shall use the prefixes"pluri-"and "multi-"
approach to biology,a spate of discussions
to signifyrespectively
"morethanone" and "more
has ensued, some of them stronglypolemi- than two" (or "morethan three"for dimensioncal, in which various issues have been ality).
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(states) of the attributeheight,or of events a propertycommonto them all (the propaccording to sequence in time (unless ertyof being a length). We could look at
relativisticconsiderationsare negligiblethe this relation in other ways: for instance,
lattercase requiresspecificationof a frame we might regard the possession of a parof reference). Two or more objects may ticular length as dependent on having
occupy the same positionin the attribute- length at all; again, the particularlengths
space. They are then indistinguishable are attributes of the individual objects
with respect to the attributesconcerned, while length is a property of all the
but we may still regard them as distinct objects.t It is unfortunatethat the term
entitiesby referenceto other attributes. "attribute"(or "character") is used in the
levels. In what
Ordination does involve some implicit literatureat these different
classification,as we shall see. Consider a follows it will be necessary to use it in
set of objects each possessingwhat we may both senses but eitherthe contextor some
call "elementaryattributes".For the mo- qualifyingtermshould make the particular
ment we may define the latter as any applicationclear.
It has been assumed in the preceding
propertieswe can and wish to specify,for
example six-leggedness,a length of four that for a single object the "states" should
millimetres,or orange colour. Before we be mutually exclusive-ordinarily a leaf
can assign positionsto the objects in any cannot have more than one measurement
ordination we must establish working of length (at any instant). When the
homologies between them. This implies actual observationsare made upon parts
setting up one-to-one (pluri-unique) cor- of the objects under ordination(or classifirespondences,over the object set, between cation) the state may be expressed by
some of the elementaryattributesof the some suitable statistic,for example, the
objects. The result may be more or less mean leaf-lengthor the largest observed
reasonable accordingto the circumstances. leaf-length(the object here being a plant,
It is reasonable to establish a correspon- a population, or a leaf over an extended
dence between the surfaceareas of a moss time). Although this procedure will simleaf, a cycad leaf, and a lycopod leaf if we plify the ordination,it will result in loss
are interestedin photosynthetic
capacity- of infonnation. Alternatively,the objects
it is scarcelyreasonable if our interestis in (being composite with respect to the atphylogeny, since most botanists regard tribute or attributesconcerned) may be
these leaves as evolutionarilynon-homolo- representedin the attribute-spacenot as
gous. The establishmentof a correspon- single points but as regions, which may
dence rangingover the object set, whether overlap. For complete specification we
reasonable or not,is tantamountto a classi- then require an evaluable densityfunction.
ficationof the attributes:we have assigned For any one attribute (dimension) this
a certain one of the elementaryattributes
of each object to a class. Fromthe property t When appropriate,the zero state must be
in the range of the pluri-stateattribute.
by which we define this class we derive a included
Here length,even if sometimes
zero,is considered
pluri-stateattributeapplicable to all mem- to be a propertyof all the objectsif a comparison
bers of the object set; the elementary on the basis of lengthis meaningful.Thus, fora
attributes then become the individual snake,it is reasonableto treatthe length(zero)
of the externallimbsas a comparableattributeto
states".
the non-zerolengths of such organs in other
The property"measurablelength"is here reptiles;on the otherhand foran amphioxus,say,
regarded as an abstractionfromthe set of the conceptof a measureof length,zero or not,
actual measurable lengths;the very defini- of limbs is inapplicable. In the latter case, if
comparingwith other chordates,the two-state
tion of this set implies a classificationof attribute"presenceor absence of limbs"mightbe
these elementaryattributeson the basis of appropriate.
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may or may not be easily expressed. If placement-groups.A representationwhich
the distributionof variationis Normal,we preservedthe symmetry
of such cases, and
need to specify only (estimates of) the in which they could be combined with
mean and the standard deviation (or the serial (or two-state) cases would call for a
variance); if it is non-Normalbut follows space wherein some attributeswere exsome other regular patternit may also be pressible in terms of linear co-ordinates
expressed in terms of the distribution and some in terms of higher-ordersymfunctionand a small number of param- metrical(e.g., triangular,tetrahedral,etc.)
eters. Sometimes a logarithmicor other co-ordinates. This of course implies dinon-linearscaling transformation
may yield mensions within dimensions and enters
such a simple distribution.However, fre- realms of complexitywhich, though perquency (= density) distributionsof varia- haps beyond practical handling and certion may be quite irregular,or plurimodal, tainly introducing anisotropic properties
or discontinuous (e.g., flowers 4-merous into the spaces concerned,should not be
21%, 5-merous79%). Moreover,since more gliblypassed over, since they are inherent
than one attributeis usually involved,the in the general problem of ordination.
covariation within the composite object Anticipatingmattersto be discussed later,
also becomes important. Thus, the pluri- in numerical classification,which is not
dimensionaldensityfunctionsmay be very necessarily subject to the same practical
as to the spaces implied in the
complex indeed, and the extentto which restrictions
they should be simplifiedfor composite models used, Lance and Williams (1967c)
comobjects (e.g., species or higher taxa) will have devised an information-statistic
be a matterof judgmentand practicability puter strategyto deal with mixed data
in each case.
includingnon-exclusive,non-serial,*multiSerious difficultiesare introduced into state attributes. Still more recently,Walthe dimensional representationif some lace and Boulton (1968) have developed
(pluri-state) attributes depend for their anothermixed-datastrategy.
Although ordinationimplies assignment
expressionon the existenceof certainstates
of others,and are thereforenot uniformly of relative position,it is not essential for
relevant over the whole set of objects. it to be metric;no particularfixedmeasure
These circumstancesresultin the attribute- is obligatory. The relation expressed by
space being nonhomogeneousas to dimen- sayingthat,in a one-dimensionallinear (in
sionality (see also Reynolds, 1965). In the sense of non-closed) space, B lies benumerical taxonomy this is a practical tween A and C does not require either
problemwhich has usually been somewhat that we know just how far B is distant
unsatisfactorilyavoided by various shifts from A and C, or that it has any fixed
and devices such as redefinitionof attri- position,or indeed that a measure of disbutes, or by weightingmethods (Kendrick, tance has any meaning at all. Here three
1965) which most numerical pheneticists distinct points will define an ordering,
frownupon (see Long, 1966, for a facile without any specificationof direction in
dismissal and misunderstandingof the the space. If a directionis assigned, two
serious dependence problem raised by points A and B are sufficientto define an
Kendrick).
ordination. Further, ordination remains
Still other problems arise when "states"
mathematicallymeaningful,though diffiwhich it seems reasonable to group into a
cult to handle, if (in each or any of the
single "attribute"do not admit of an undimensions) the arrangement is cyclic
equivocal measure by which they may be
arranged serially,for example, variantsof
* "Non-serial"seems preferablein this context
a chemical constituentwhich differin re- to "disordered",as used by Lance and Williams.
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(then, however,we should require a mini- pointsP and Q is givenby the Pythagorean
mum of four points in the non-directional function
non-metriccase, three in the directional
d(P,Q) =[ i=1 (Xip-XiQ),],
non-metric) or in some other way not
simplylinear. Moreover,no concept of a
where xip,XiQare the co-ordinatesof P, Q
continuum is necessarily required; there
respectivelyin the ith dimension. This is
may be only discretepositions. Thus, the
an extensionto n dimensionsof the familiar
abstract space in which we representan
theoremof Pythagorasthat the length of
ordinationmay differfrom our everyday
the hypotenuseof a right triangle is the
concept of physical space in one or more
square rootofthesumofthesquared lengths
of fiveways:
of the two orthogonal sides. (Oblique
co-ordinate axes may also be set up in
(1) it maybe finite,
a
(2) it may be more than three-dimen- Euclidean space, and are used with the
Mahalanobis "generalized distance" measional,
sure (Sokal, 1965; Menitskil,1966) though
(3) it maybe non-Euclidean,
Kendall (1957) and Williams and Dale
(4) it may be non-metric,*
(1965) have challenged the validityof the
(5) it maybe discontinuous.
procedure in respect of this particular
statistic.) However, from what we may
It must,however,possess certaintopologi- know of cartographyand navigationmost
cal properties. In loose terms: however of us will admit that something rather
we may deformour representation
by varia- differentis involved in the geometryof
tion of scales in any direction,the ordinathe surface of a sphere. We customarily
tion must not be altered. In any but the
think of a sphere as an object in threesimplestcases it is no easy matterto eluci- dimensional linear (Euclidean) space.
date and explain the topologicaland metri- Mathematically,however,its surfacegeomcal properties of the infinitevariety of
etry can be considered in complete isoladefinable spaces; this is no reason to as- tion as a closed, curved, two-dimensional
sume, as is oftendone, that simple spatial space which we can, if we wish, embed
models are particularlyappropriateto tax- in a three-dimensionalEuclidean space.
onomic ordination. (For an introduction We shall probably also have heard that
to some abstract spaces see, e.g., Sawyer, representation
of space-timein the General
1955,and Courantand Robbins,1961; there Theory of Relativitycalls for a particular
are manymore advanced texts,forinstance four-dimensional
case of a strange collecthat of Kelley cited by Williams and Dale, tion called Riemannian spaces, which
constitutea more general class of curved
1965).
These notions of naturalnessarise
spaces.
Non-mathematiciansare conditioned to
in
of our spatial experience
the
ordering
believe that there is something"natural"
the
but we are accusof
world,
physical
about Euclidean space and the Euclidean
representationof
also
to
graphical
tomed
metric. The lattermeans, roughly,that if
in
co-ordinate sysquantities
non-spatial
we set up rectangular, similarly-scaled,
be Euclidean
to
appear
tems
in
what
Cartesian co-ordinatesin an n-dimensional
such
often
representations
Actually,
spaces.
space then the distance between any two
do not imply, or allow, any concept of
* Conditions exist in which there is not a
inter-pointdistance involving more than
complete absence of metricalproperties;semi- one co-ordinate,and there is then in fact
metric,quasi-metric,and disjointmetric spaces
all arise in numericaltaxonomy(Williams and no implication of a Euclidean (Pythagorean) metric. As an extensionfromsuch
Dale, 1965).
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basis) the "fixed"
representations,the concept of abstract (with a rational-number
Euclidean spaces of more than three di- points themselves will "disappear" under
mensionshas become familiar,as has the such rotation. These details are not relecorrespondence(isomorphism) of algebra vant to practical taximetricsbut are menand geometry,firstclarifiedby Descartes, tioned to illustrate that some of the
which freed geometryof the need for pic- mathematicalpropertieswhich we take for
grantedin the Euclidean metriccan change
torialrepresentability.
Euclidean metrics are implicit in most drasticallywith a very simple change of
of the models used in classical statistics, metric. Lance and Williams (1967c) refer
including such probabilistictechniques of to this lattice metric as the "Manhattan
multivariate statistics as principal com- metric"and point out that it is the firstponent analysis,factoranalysis,and canon- order case of a general class (Minkowski
ical analysis,which depend on the method metrics), the Euclidean metric being the
of least squares (e.g., Kendall, 1950, 1957; second-ordercase.
Seal, 1964). Because of these familiarities The infinite-ordercase is of interest
and the convenientpre-existenceof statisti- since it is the "chess-king'smetric"in which
cal techniques,some authorson taximetrics
d(P,Q) = I Xip-XiQ I max,
(e.g., Sokal, 1961, 1965; Sokal and Sneath,
1963; Goodall, 1964; Jancey, 1966) have that is, the distance is simplythe value of
shown a strong preferencefor Euclidean the greatest single co-ordinate difference
models. Sokal (1961, p. 73) and Boyce betweenthe points.
(1964) speak (nonsensicallyin the context
There is no a priorireason why such a
of comparison of attribute sets) of the metric,or indeed manyothers,should yield
Pythagorean measure as "true distance" a less "realistic"measure of "distance" (or
when contrastingit with the "mean char- its complement,similarity)between sets of
acter distance" (M.C.D.), used by Cain attribute-states. Nevertheless, even the
and Harrison (1958). The M.C.D. in fact mathematicallysophisticatedWilliams and
defineswhat may be called a latticemetric Dale (1965) favoured Eucidean systems,
-the distancefunctionhere is
on grounds of statisticalconvenience and
"pictorial"representability(which fails in
d (P,Q)
>xip
-xiQI
any case due to the distortionsand indeed
the semi-metric
propertyof projectivemap'ignoring the M.C.D.'s scaling factor-)
pings of higher-dimensionalspaces on to
their lower-dimensional subspaces, i.e.,
which means that the shortest distance originallydistinctpoints may not be disbetween two points is, in general,"around tinct in the mapping). Jancey (1965)
the corners",as fora rook'smoves in chess suggeststhat the intuitiveconcept of simi(n = 2) or an ant travellingalong the larityin termsof real spatial relationships
bars of a children's"jungle-gym"(n = 3). renders the Euclidean metric worthy of
Such a lattice-metricspace can be em- retention. If this merely reinforcesprebedded in a Euclidean space; it differs conceptions,its value seems doubtfuland,
from the latter in that, given a basis of as Macnaughton-Smith(1965) says, "this
rational numbers,no concept of algebraic 'visualizable' quality is by no means a
irrational numbers is needed to express necessity,and one would wish to use the
distances within it, nor are there any most appropriate function regardless of
smoothcurves or transcendentalirrationals whetherit was visualizable". More recent
like IT. Unlike those of a Euclidean space, papers on taximetrics (e.g., Lance and
lattice-space distances are not invariant Williams, 1967c) show less attachmentto
under rotationof axes, indeed in general Euclidean representations.
n
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For particularpurposes, ordinationpro- eral classificationsmay arise, in parvo, in
cedures may be more efficientthan classifi- the special cases also.
Biological taxonomyis expected to procations in that theyneed not involve us in
nor do they set up so duce classificationsof broad utility; Gilloss of information,
many "artificial"distinctionsor segmenta- mour and Walters have termed these
Theirusefulness general-purposeclassifications. More estionsof gradualtransitions.
will naturallydepend on the appropriate- sentialistic taxonomists have aimed to
ness to our purposes of the attributes produce so-called "natural" classifications
chosen, and on the measure adopted for which, it is claimed, would in part meet
assigning position in each dimension. In- the requirementsof a general-purposeclasin the variousdimensions sificationbut would also, as it were, reflect
commensurability
is a problem only if we are interestedin some morefundamentaltruthabout nature.
such concepts as similarityover a multi- As Gilmour and Walters point out, there
plicityof attributesor "distance" between are philosophical objections to the term
objects (points or regions) in the attribute- "natural" (and its opposite, "artificial")in
space. Perhaps, if our mental apparatus this usage. They say: "the view that there
were differentlyorganized, multidimen- are such 'natural kinds', differingin some
sional ordinationwould meet most of our 'fundamental'way from other, 'artificial'
requirementsforthe organization,retrieval methodsof classifyingthe same objects, is
and comparisonof information.This is a verydifficultto sustain;a more usefulway
question for those studyingthe design of of looking at the situation is that these
so-called'[natural] kinds' are classes showlogical and quasi-mentalmachines.
ing [a] high degree of correlationof attriTHE NATURE OF C.LASSIFICATION
butes, differingonly in degree fromother
As it happens, our minds cannot cope classes with a less high correlation". (The
with multidimensionalsystems and we second part of this statementraises diffineed to classify,even though we lose in- culties, discussion of which is deferred.)
formationand introduce distortionsand Later, they outline eight principleswhich
theysuggestshould be applied to biological
artificialities
in theprocess.
In dealing with the chain of questions classification. Since these represent, in
posed earlier, it will be useful to refer summary,an influentialattitude, I shall
frequentlyto one of the most definitive quote themin fullas a frameworkforcritistatementsof the "philosophical"attitude, cal comment.
a contributionby Gilmour and Walters
""(1) The term 'classification'is used
(1964) entitled"Philosophyand Classificaby philosophersto describe the act, contion". I should make it clear that,although
scious or unconscious, of grouping obI shall offersome severe criticismsof the
jects into classes because of certain
attributesthey have in common."
purely phenetic approach, a good deal of
what Gilmour and Walters have to say is
Comment: We may have difficultyin
not in dispute and that they are aware of
"objects" and "attributes"but the
defining
of some of the unresolvableaspects of the
definition
will serve. Here, and in what
problemsraised.
these authors use "attributes"to
follows,
It has been repeatedlystressed,especially
include what I have called "elementary
by Gilmour and his followers, that the
attributes"rather than "pluri-stateattrivalues of classificationsshould be assessed
I shall follow theirusage while it
butes".
according to the range of their purposes.
remains
relevant.
We need not here discuss classificationsof
"(2) Classification,used in this sense,
purpose, although many
narrowly-defined
is man's basic method of dealing with
of the problemsassociated with more gen-
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Comment: In a "common-sense"way,
we doubtlessall thinkthatwe can see what
is meant here. However, the concept of
Comment: Whilst the statementis true "numberof attributesin common",or more
enough,its restrictionto "man" is unneces- sophisticatedmeasures of similarity,
lies at
sary and symptomaticof an anthropocen- the heart of the phenetic (Adansonian)
tric viewpointwhich pervades philosophy. approach,and of the mathematicalmethods
Other animals classify,so do some ma- which have been developed on the basis
chines; certainly any highly intelligent of this approach. Thereforewe must exbeing would do so (though,as I have said, amine thisstatementmore critically.There
some might be less compulsive classifiers are several hidden variables here, and unthan ourselves). The process of classifica- less we can somehow define,measure,and
tion does not depend on the existence of controlthem,the statementsimplywill not
man. It does, I suppose, depend on the do as a basis for the precise, "objective"
existence of an agent of some kind- approach to taxonomywhich manyphenet"classificoergo sum!"-but we may be led icistsstateto be theiraim.
into unprofitableby-waysif we pursue this
First,we must considerthe domain from
further.
which the attributes are to be chosen.
may be ex"(3) Since classificationis a product Every "object", a term which
or conceptual
any
physical
tended
to
cover
of man's need to deal with his environhas an inment, the actual classificationsthat he object of discourse or thought,
say, the
to
is
That
attributes.
of
finitude
makes are determinedby his desires and
bound
not
set
beyond
itself
does
any
object
purposesin relationto thatenvironment."
which we can say "no furtherattributes
"(4) The suitabilityof any particular exist";thisconclusionis not affectedby the
classificationcan only be judged in re- practical limitationsof our thought. (We
lation to the purpose for which that can ignore such playthings of paradoxclassificationwas made."
fanciersas "the concept which has no attributes".) A littlereflectionwill show, for
Comment: This is not necessarilyso; a instance, that any object bears various
classificationmade for one purpose may relationships,tenuous as they may be, to
suit anotherverywell. It should be judged everyotherphysicalobject or collectionof
in relation to the purpose for which it is objects in the universe,at every point on
required.
the world-lineof every particle in space"(5) Two typesof classificationcan be time. There are likewise relationshipsto
distinguished, with every gradation the past and future states of the object
between them: 'general-purpose'classi- itself,and indeed to innumerableabstract
ficationsand 'special-purpose'classifica- concepts. Perhaps this sounds extreme,but
it is an inescapable conclusion from any
tions."
general concept of an attribute,and there
"(6) General-purpose classifications is no a priorireason to stop at any particconsistof classes containingobjects with ular point in our search for furtherattria large numberof attributesin common, butes. It may be objected that relationsto
thus making them useful for a wide otherobjects are not intrinsicattributesof
range of purposes; special-purposeclassi- the object under consideration.Reflection
fications consist of classes containing will show thatall describablecharacteristics
objects with only a few attributesin are relationsto other objects or concepts;
about
common,and hence serve a more limited we simplycannotspeak meaningfully
the propertiesof a thingin itself,Plato or
range of purposes."
the multiplicityof individual objects in
theworldaroundhim."
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IIIIV
G: I JJ
Whiteheadnotwithstanding.Likewise,it is
of no practical help to adopt a holistic
A: 1 2 3 4 ......
is part
standpointand claim thateverything
B: 1 3 5 7 ......
of one great integratedwhole and that the
individual objects and their attributesare giving the matching sequence: 1 0 0 0
. that is, a simple matchingcomental abstractionsfrom this whole-this . ....
(Sokal and Sneath, 1963), if we
efficient
as
is
can only lea-done to say "everything
it is" and to resignfromthe game. Second, startfrom1, of
the considerationsjust statedwill show also
1
matches
that the attributesthemselvesare infinitely
n
matches+ non-matches
divisible. Our concept of "elementaryattributes"impliesno atomicity.Third,there where n is the numberof attributesbeing
can existno absolute measure of similarity measured. Obviously,as n tendsto infinity,
(i.e., matching correspondence) between SAB tends to zero. If we start elsewhere
non-identicalsets of attributeswhich are we have SAB = 0 in any case. This is not
infinite,unbounded,and unconstrained.
very helpful but, with what follows, it
Infinityis no simple subject,but we are illustratesthe point that it is not only the
now trapped into consideringsome con- attributesused, but also the way in which
sequences of invoking it. We find that they are grouped and arranged, which
measures of matching can in fact exist affectsthe results.
between certain infinitesets. Let us conIf we now look at these sets in another
sider, for instance,the set of all positive way (one of an infinityof ways) and take
integersA: {1, 2, 3, 4, . . .} and the set of as our set H of two-stateattributes{i, ii,
odd positive integersB: {1, 3, 5, 7, . . .}, iii, iv, . . .} the presence or absence (anyand regard the elements of these sets as where in A or B) of the numbers1, 2, 3, 4,
our selected elementaryattributesof two ......
(thisis in effectestablishinga new
"objects" which, being here equivalent to set B' from the union of B with the set
the sets described,we may also label A and {absenceof 2, absenceof 4.......
}), we
B. Let us then firsttake these elementsin have the correspondence:
the ordergiven and, by an act of classificaH: i ii iii iv.
tion, group them in pairs (1,1) (2,3 ),
A: 1 2 3 4 ......
as "states"of a set G of pluri-state
......
III,
attributeswhich we shall call {I, II,
B': 1 - 3 - ......
IV, . . .}. We could define the "possible"
statesof the membersof G in variousways; Then, by takingthe whole or any ordered
one way would be: the ""states"of I com- sample, we have, scoring for matches as
if we startwith
before,1 0 1 0 1 ......
prise the presenceof 1 or 2 or 3 or ......
if we
......
10
10
0
or
number,
odd
an
in the firstposition,likewise for II in the
SAB'
giving
number,
even
an
with
start
second position, and so on. This would
=
1/2 for any ordered sample of an even
class
of
a
of
whole
permitthe comparison
->
sets similarto A and B. Each of the sets number of attributesfromH and SAB'
any
for
increases)
size
A, B, G is infinitebut, in the language of /2 (as the sample
the Cantorian theory of transfinitenum- ordered sample of an odd numberof attrithat
bers, denumerable (Courant and Robbins, butes from H. We can indeed say
in
the
=
for
(made
1/2
comparison
SAB'
1961; Dantzig, 1962).
infinite
two
the
of
way)
this
particular
If we compare all the attributes,or any
Moreover,
ordered sample of them,and write 1 for a sets of elementaryattributes.
probmost
the
statistically
that
say
can
we
match, 0 for a non-match,we have the
random
any
from
of
estimate
SAB'
able
correspondence:
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samplefromH is also 1/2,* and can in fact all attributes,no such parameterexists-in

other words, that no meaning can be attached to the concept of such a parametric
value? The reason is that our examples
possessed underlying("built-in",ifwe like)
regularities or patterns which pervaded
each of two conformablesets and that,
we could find a simple and
furthermore,
pervading relationshipbetween these two
patternsthemselves,even though the sets
were infinite. We had, in fact, a set-up
case with several constraints.In the allattributescase, no such pervadingregularity can exist,since thereare no constraints
to preventus bringingin any number of
otherinfinitesets of attributes(elementary
or pluri-state)to swamp into infinitesimal
proportionsany regularityexistingamong
some of the attributes.As a furthercompli2 2 3 3 4 4.
12 1 3 14
cation, describable attributesmay be de1 2 1 3 1 4.
2 1 3 1 4 1..
pendent upon the existence of other
343 3 6
land 4 4 5 5 6 6.
attributes, for example blood pigments
4 3 3 6 3 . D:
3 4 35 3 6
C:
56 7 8 j
[56 6 7 7 8 8
cannot be compared as between a blood5 6 5 7 5 8..
6 5 7 5 815 .
animal and one with blood. This is
less
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
one aspect of the "no-comparison"problem
. . . . . . ..
. . . . . . .. .
familiarin the taximetricliterature,and I
giving the "obvious" matching coefficient have alluded to it in the discussion of
other ordination.
of SCD = 1/4, thoughby considering
attributes derived from these sets (e.g.,
It is abundantly clear that, because of
presence or absence of a prime numberin such fundamentaldifficulties,
any recourse
a given position) other similaritieswould to an all-attributesconcept or to "true" or
be obtained. Such comparable arraysmay overall similarityleads us into a hopeless
be bounded or unboundedin any direction, morass. We can, of course, though not
provided that they are conformableor can withoutproblems,arrive at numerical anbe rendered conformable. If there is no swers purportingto indicate degrees of
"natural"bound, one mustof course choose similarity (or "distance") if we restrict
appropriateor arbitrarystartingpoints for ourselves to finitesets of attributesor to
a matchingprocedure.
samples from infinitesets of certain reThus, on such a model, having set up a
strictedtypes, as we have seen. This inparticular correspondenceand using any
volves subjective decisions,as to:
theredoes
particularmeasure of similarity,
exist an actual parametricvalue of simi(i) the set of objects considered uselarityover these infinitesets which we may
fullycomparable;
hope to estimate in various ways. Why,
(ii) the domain of attributeswhich we
then, do I say that in the general case of
considerrelevantto our interestin
the objects;
* Strictly,for odd-numberedsamples the two
(iii) the "fineness"with which we anmostprobablevalues are thosetwo of the possible
alyse the featuresinto elementary
these
convalues neareston eitherside of 1/2,and
attributes(- states);
verge on ?/2as the sample size increases.

evaluate the probabilityof obtaining this
or any other result for a sample of any
given size. We have, in fact, for our definedsets and procedure,a parameterSAB'
and a probabilitydistributionforsampling
error.
The infinitesets A, B, and B', just discussed,are in fact (if consideredas linearly
orderedsets) bounded in one directionand
not in the other,but it would not affect
the argumentif we took the sets of all
integersand of all odd integers (positive,
zero,and negative), which are notbounded
in eitherdirection. What is more,we may
calculate the matches between pluridimensionallyordered sets, such as the
two-dimensionalarrays:
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(iv) the establishmentof equivalences furthermore,since it does not in itself
or homologiesbetween partsof the introduce sufficientconstraintto prevent
objects under comparison;and the the swamping of overall regularitiesby
consequent grouping of the ele- additional attributes, there is still no
mentary attributes into two- or parametricvalue of similarity.
multi-state sets, thus specifying The concept of a "general"classification
what we usually term 'the attri- has been criticized also by Edwards and
butes" or "the characters"("multi- Cavalli-Sforza (1964), while some authors
state" here includes "continuously- (e.g. Olson, 1964) have explicitlybut unjustifiablyassumed thatthereexistsa finite
varying");
(v) the method and intensityof sam- set of "meaningful"characters.
To resume the enumerationof Gilmour
plingof the objects;
(vi) the method and intensityof sam- and Walters'principles:
pling of the acceptable sets of
(7) "General-purpose classifications
attributes;
"<relevant"
can be made only when the objects con(vii) the quantitativeor qualitativemeacerned are influenced by a powerful
sures to be used in expressingthe
factor,which causes a number of their
"states" of each attribute (involvattributesto be highlycorrelatedin their
ing an oftenarbitraryassignmentof
occurrence; in the absence of such a
*;
workingcommensurability)
factor,onlyspecial-purposeclassifications
(viii) the measure of similarity(or discan be made."
tance) to be adopted.
Comment: It will be best to avoid disOnly some of these are susceptibleto a cussion of causality; we have perhaps
more or less quantitative approach; in alreadyventuredtoo farintothe philosophthose cases statisticalor other mathemati- ical chamber of horrors! In discussing
cal principles and techniques will some- the previous principle I stressed the imtimesassist in the judgmentbut subjective, portanceof pervadingregularityor pattern
thoughnot always arbitraryor uninformed, (terms which are free of the causative or
decisions as to appropriatenessor useful- the particularmathematicalconnotationsof
ness are needed all along the line. I shall "factor"). We need to knownot onlysomemention later some useful bases for such thingof the patternsbut also the range of
we theirpervasivenessand the extentof their
judgmentsbut, as an initialrestriction,
may reasonably confine our attentionto relevance to our particularconcerns. High
whichshowa degreeofstability correlation(or any other measure of coattributes
in the individualobjectsover variation) of occurrenceof attributes(i.e.,
or regularity
in whichwe are interested.of "states"), which Gilmour and Walters
thetime-range
Such a restrictionmust itselfbe arbitrary; considerto be the sine qua non for a general classification,is meaningfulonly over
* Williams and Dale (1965) have recognized
a restricteddomain, as we have seen, and
"the highlyautocraticnature"of the convention
that attributesare dimensionless('dimension" is is thereforedependent on our interestand
used here as in dimensiontheoryof physics,not purpose. If we attempta "general"classifiin a spatialsense) and thatquantitiesrepresenting cation, for example, of the object set:

attributesare jointlyavailable for arithdifferent
metical manipulation."Standardization"to unit
{Mao Tse-tung,a peanut,the Sphinx,an
variance,or in some otherway, may add some
electron, a litre of alcohol, the star
assumpreasonablenessto the commensurability
Achernar),
the partion but does not removethe difficulty;
ticularscaling thus deriveddepends in any case
shall find it very unsatisfyingbecause
on the constitutionof the chosen sample of we
we cannot define the field of our interest
objects.
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or readily choose attribute sets showing bears on our originalquestions concerning
regularities. Such sets could be found optimalclassificationwill be discussedafter
among the infinityof attributes,but would dealing with a few remainingpoints.
appear to us to be absurdlychosen.
"(8) A distinctioncan be made beThe question is whetherone can choose
tween typologicaland definitionalmethsuch a domain pervaded by a regularity
ods of making a classification. In the
which, firstly,is perceivable by us, and
former, which is exemplified in the
secondly,seems meaningfuland useful to
semanticdevelopmentof the words used
us. For a set of miscellaneous everyday
in everyday language, no one or more
objects there are various ways of selecting
attributesare necessarily possessed by
a set of many pluri-stateattributeswhich
all the objects in a particularclass, but
would show a high correlationof their
rather,these objects show a 'familyrestates. For instance, the selection could
semblance' to an imaginary'type-reprebe such that a classificationderived from
sentative'of the class. The definitional
a randomlychosen subset of the original
method, on the other hand, involves a
attributeset would have a high probability
conscious laying-downof certain attriof groupingthe objects according to their
butes that an object must possess in
geographical origin,which would then be
order to belong to a particular class.
the "factor"or regularitydeterminingthe
Each method is appropriateto a partichigh correlation. Our immediateresponse
ular typeof purpose."
is, "But this is a special-purposeclassification, and the attributes were specially
Comment: Provided that we define the
this is a valid
selected." This is true,but when we select attributesand attribute-sets,
(and we do select) the acceptable attri- methodological distinction. The use of
butes to be drawn upon in making a "typological"here may be misleading,how"general" taxonomicclassificationwe also ever, since it suggests the essentialistic
unconsciously choose a particular set of concept of an archetypeor Bauplan which
criticized,forexample,
attributes specially reflecting a "factor" has been effectively
which is stronglylinked to our (selected) by Simpson (1961) and Hull (1965). It
will sufficeto quote with approval Simpinterests.
In biological taxonomy,many regular- son's dicta that "Typological theory is
ities are discernible among the attributes linked with philosophical idealism [i.e.
which we customarilyconsider useful for essentialism. L.J.] which on pragmatic
classification,of interestto other branches grounds (if no other!) must be excluded
of biology,or of practicalimportance.The frommodernscience" and that"such metareasons for these qualities and for the physical beliefs . . . have no heuristic
regularitiesare themselvesclosely though value". This is not to deny the usefulness
complexlyrelated, and this is the nub of of a sort of "working"Type concept dethe matter. Evolutionaryprocesses, selec- rived as an orderingof our experienceand
tion and adaptation, population structure used for the purpose of orientation of
and dynamics,and the genetic mechanism furtherexperience (Carolin, 1967). Such
itself in its grosser aspects as well as in a conceptmustbe subject to any necessary
its physico-chemicalbasis and its organiza- revision in the light of new data or of
tion for the storage, replication,transfer, reconsideration,and need have neither
and implementation
of instructiveinforma- essentialisticnor phylogeneticimplications.
tion-all these, intricatelyinterwoven as (This has no presentconnectionwhatever
they are, are closely associated with those with the systemof nomenclatural"types"
perceivable (phenetic) characteristicsof which are now merely formal reference
organisms which concern us. How this pointsforthe names of taxa.) The firstof
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the two methodsdistinguishedby Gilmour
and Walters may be redefinedto exclude
and
any notion of a "type-representative"
then becomes in effect the polythetic
method (Sokal and Sneath, 1963; Williams
and Dale, 1965) used either intuitivelyor
numericallyin most biological systematics
today. The second is similarto the monothetic method employed by some "oldfashioned" systematistsin placing their
taxa, and used generallyin keys and some
otherpost-classification
proceduresfor discriminationand assignment,as well as in
ecological,non-biologicaland ad hoc classifications. Monotheticclassificationsare by
naturearbitraryor suitable only forspecial
purposes, and will not henceforthconcern
us.
Apart from these "Principles", several
other statementsof Gilmour and Walters
are pertinentas expressionsof the phenetic
school's viewpoint. They will serve as convenientpegs (not, I hope, as a gallows!)
upon which to hang some observations.
Gilmour and Walters referdisapprovingly
to "the impressionthattaxonomicwork has
an aim of its own, apart from the aims
of biological science as a whole, and that,
if this aim could be fullyaccomplished,it
would result in a single, perfect, ideal
classificationof livingthings",and proceed
to uphold "theview thatneitheraffinity
nor
phylogeneticrelationshipcan be regarded
as valid aims for taxonomyand that they
have been adopted because of a lack of
appreciation by biologists of one of the
basic principlesof classificationenunciated
by philosophers-namelythe principlethat
it should serve some extraneouspurpose."
We may grantthatthe quest fora single,
perfect classificationis beset with difficulties, some of which are inherentlyinsoluble. But what do the words "should"
and "extraneous" mean in this passage?
We have seen that classificationscan only
be judged in relation to some set of requirements(not necessarilyan aim of the
maker of the classification) but the expression of phylogenyis as valid as any

ZOOLOGY

other requirement,even if it cannot be
perfectlyfulfilled.Biological classifications
are useful precisely because of circumstances inextricablefromthose involved in
evolutionin general and the phylogenyof
the groups concernedin particular. Hence
one cannot speak of "extraneous"purpose
as if this must exclude phylogeneticexpression.
The authors proceed: "This lack of appreciationhas left,so to speak, a vacuum
whichwas filled,in pre-Darwiniantimesby
and
the semi-theologicalconceptof affinity,
later by the equallyvague [My emphasis.
L.J.] concept of phylogeneticrelationship."
I am at a loss to understandhow even
a philosopher,much less two biologists,
could make this astonishing statement!
Phylogenetic (cladistic) relationship,
though not metricallyexpressible in any
unequivocal way, is (potentially) topologically representablewith little ambiguity,
at least above the level of the coenospecies.
We may not knowthe details of phylogeny
but (unless we reject biological evolution)
we must accept that theyexistuniquelyin
space and time,and thereforeforma concrete basis for concepts of phylogenetic
relationship,however defined. In contrast,
the notion of "affinity"is subject to unlimitedvariationand any claim for a firm
basis for it must be metaphysical. The
province of metaphysicsappears to be to
pose and seek to answer questions which
are either practically or inherentlyunanswerable. If the formerbecome practically answerable then that part of the
subject moves into the realm of natural
science. The latterhave no place in science
-or perhaps in any useful inquiry-except
as a warning.
Gilmour and Walters then suggest that
the purposeof taxonomyshouldbe to make
a "broad map of the diversityof living
thingswhich,by takingaccount of as wide
a range of attributesas possible,will serve
the needs of as many as possible of those
concerned with animals and plants"; they
regard phylogenyas the "factor"making
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such a general-purposeclassificationpos- and any value it mighthave forbiological
sible.
theorywould be incidental.
This procedure provides no definable
THE Vicious CHICLE
basis for agreementor for testingwhether
a classificationshould be changed or not,
Another philosophical defence of pheexcept that these authors would "regard netics rests on the assertionthat to allow
stability of nomenclature as a very im- phylogeneticconclusions(speculations,hyportantfactorin deciding whetheror not potheses) to influence taxonomic concluto alter the rank of a taxon". Now, under sions involvesus in circularreasoningand
the present systemformalchanges merely is therefore inadmissible. This view is
of rank (as distinctfromtransferfromone forcefullyexpressed by Sokal and Sneath
group to another) are not called for by (1963) and accepted by Williamsand Dale
changes of positionon the topologicalmap (1965). Many practisingsystematists(e.g.,
of inferredphylogeny(some palaeontologi- Carolin,1967) now defendit in theory,but
cal cases apart) and in fact usually arise neverthelessappear to be influenced by
from re-evaluation of the importance of phylogeneticthinkingin theiractual work.
phenetic differences,so that it is hard to
It is true that there are some recursive
see how the phenetic philosophy itself loops in the phyletic taxonomist'sreasonaffectsthis situationl From their next re- ing. This applies equally to morphological
murkthat "where new knowledge renders interpretationand description,in partican existing classification clearly absurd, ular to the problemof homology.Attempts
changes must be made, but we suggest to develop "logical", non-phylogenetic
defthat such cases should be comparatively initions of homology (e.g., Mason, 1957;
few", it is clear that, just like phyleticists, Carolin,1967) are doomed to failure,being
Gilmourand Walters cannot stomach clas- open to the same criticismsas phenetic
sificationswhichare manifestly
inconsistent taxonomy.* Indeed homology needs no
with the inferredphylogeny or at least separate treatmentsince comparativemorwith the inferredgenetic constitution.In phology implies taxonomyand vice versa.
a later paper, Walters (1965) expressesan The need for very careful interpretation
even more extremepragmatism;one may of morphologicalhomologyon a basis of
share his impatience with nomenclatural evolutionarylikelihoodis illustratedby the
formalitiesand quibbles, but these are not
a productof phyleticism.
* Key (1967) attemptsto define operational
The virtueof arbitrarily
imposed stability homologythus: "Featurea, of organismA is said
of any unsatisfactorysystem is not ap- to be homologouswith featureb1 of organismB
parent,thoughfrivolouschanges should be if comparisonof a, and bi witheach other,rather
thanwithany thirdfeature,is a necessarycondiavoided. Systematicsas a humble servant tionforminimising
the overalldifference
between
supplying changeless tags for gardeners, A and B". Despite its spuriouslypreciseformulaagriculturists,foresters, or physiologists tion, such a definitionis itselfthoroughlynonwould contributelittle of interestto bi- operationalexceptin finitecases, for the reasons
already given. When discussing set-corresponology. Caution, criticism, and common dences,I have used theterm"working
homologies"
sense play useful roles in science but con- simplyfor such correspondences
of features(of
servatismforits own sake is inimicalto it. objectsof any kind) as we may take,possiblyon
If taxonomywere to have only the unin- verycomplexand subtlegrounds,to be a reasonable basis for furthersteps in the comparative
spiringgoals set up forit by Gilmourand procedure. The "operationalhomology"concept
Walters it mightas well be abandoned to discussedat lengthby Sokal and Sneath (1963)
any rude mechanicalswho cared to gather boils down to much the same thing;it is only
operational,in the sense of havingsome
voluminous data for a computer. Under- vaguely
empirical consequenceswhich can be checked
standingof naturewould not be its purpose (Hull, 1967).
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highly modified and crypticstructuresof ically that conclusionB followsfrompremmany animals and plants, for instance the ise A when we have already used B in
"bulrush"or "cat-tail"genus Typha (Briggs formulatingA (as, forinstance,"a classifiand Johnson,1968) as considered in rela- cation produced by a good taxonomistis
tionto othergroupsof monocotyledons.No good", having defined a good taxonomist
phenetic comparison could be of much as ":onewho always produces good classifivalue here unless the relevant homologies cations"). Nor is it arguing in an epistewere for the most part correctlyworked mological circle ( Hull, 1967), that is,
out beforehand. The comparative survey purportingto show that B is true because
by Hamann (1961) of the familiesof the of A when we can onlyknow thatA is true
"Farinosae'" though most comprehensive if we know that B is true (as, forinstance,
and thoughtful,includes a numericalphe- "canewlydiscoveredmammalfromAfricais
netic studyof which we cannot confidently a placental mammal because all African
accept the results,because of seriousdoubt mammalsare placentals").
Rather, we are accepting a degree of
as to the homologyof manyof the features
compared. Here, as oftenin broad surveys, positive feedback in what is not a chain
the data have been drawn partly from but an anastomosingplexus of reasoning
various published descriptions,which may and evidence. The premisesand reasoning
be verymisleading. Throckmorton(1965) used in arrivingat a representationof a
points out that phenetic parallelism may (hopefully) deduced phylogenyare highly
be equivalent to genotypichomology,that complex, as are the conclusions (see, for
is, similarconditionswhich appear to arise example, the attemptedreconstructionsof
independently may be due to separate the phylogenyof Dipsacaceae by Ehren"assembling" of elements of a common dorfer,19464a,1964b, and of Proteaceae by
Johnson and Briggs, 1963; also Thorne,
pre-existinggenotype.
We have seen that there is a hidden 1963). There is no hope of making them
circularityin any definitionof a "general fullyexplicit,but to deny themvalidityon
classification"and a hidden infiniteregress that ground would be to deny validityto
in every aspect of phenetics. The Infinite all but the simplest reasoned conclusions
Regress and the Vicious Circle or ultimate in science or life. Many pheneticiststake
tautology are the two most inescapable the view that, in the absence of a "timehard factsof philosophy,mathematics,and machine" (Carolin, 1967), palaeontological
of direct
science-at bottom we must come upon data providethe only information
one or the other. They have been en- phylogeneticsignificancethat can be valcounteredby every critical child who has idly fed into a taxonomicsystem. But most
asked, "If God [or whatever agent or of us do, afterall, believe thatthe processes
process one wishes to substitute]made the of evolution are pretty well understood.
Universe, then who made God?" In any Most phylogeneticallyinclined taxonomists
case, what is beforeor after,backwards or and general evolutionistsconsiderthat the
forwards,on a cosmic (or ultra-cosmic) existingcorpus of evidence justifiesthe use
scale? Such ancient questions are ulti- of evolutionaryprinciples to make sense
matelyunanswerable,thoughtheymay be of the diversityof Recent as well as fossil
pushed back somewhat along the regress, organisms. This involves a great deal of
but theymay help us to dispensewithsome argument by analogy and extrapolation,
unnecessarynon-answersto non-questions. but so does most of science. How many of
The partial circularityinherentin the us know fromdirectevidence that we conphylogeneticapproach is not reducible to sist of neutrons,protons,and electrons,or
a petitio principi as is the simple vicious even that we have chromosomes?But we
circleof logic. It is not just sayingtautolog- believe it because we have convincing
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evidence of consistency in the physical useful hypothesismust be a sufficiently
world. In the course of describing and simple and definable proposition to be
analysingthe phylogenist's,and in fact the falsifiablein the same way as the statecommon scientific,method of successive ments: "all swans are white" (known to be
approximation,Hull (1965, 1967) presents false) and "theequationXn + yn = zn has
powerful philosophical arguments for a no solutionswherex, y,z, and n are integers
similarrejectionof the chargethatphyletics and n > 2" (the celebrated"Last Theorem"
is based on viciouslycircularreasoning,in of Fermat, which is not a deductively
eitherthe logical or epistemologicalsense. proved theorem at all but has not been
It is a commonplacethat,outside mathe- shown to be false). Phylogenetichypothmatics, most scientific hypotheses and eses are susceptible of demonstrationthat
theoriesare inductivelyderived,thoughwe they are very likelyto be untrue,and this
aim to reduce the number of such hy- is indeed the only disprovabilitywe can
potheses to a minimumand to use them hope for in a good deal of science. We
as postulatesfora deductivesuperstructure. can achieve a considerableand reasonably
They are testableby predictivevalue, self- convincingunderstandingof naturein such
consistency,and consistencywith extrane- ways, and can apply a great deal of critious evidence. Operationism requires a cism to our evidence, arguments,and conhypothesis to be potentially falsifiable, clusions. Mackerras (1964), in a cogent
that is, subject to tests which could show defence of the phylogeneticmethod, says
it to be false. If we exclude phylogenetic that "to make a preliminaryarrangement
interpretation,
phenetic"general' classifica- on generalresemblance(as is oftendone),
tions of organismsare scarcely hypotheses test its componentsfor phylogeneticconat all*; theyare subject merelyto practical cordance or discordance,and then base a
evaluation by their predictivitywithinthe classificationon the results of those tests,
field of our interest.Phyleticclassifications is not circular reasoning in any sense of
(which of course use phenetic techniques the words."
Birch and Ehrlich (1967b) say, "We do
as part of theirmethodof derivation) may
not
need to consider the unknownhistory
certainlybe equally effectivelyjudged on
of
the
organisms. . . in order to classify
predictivity;they also embody biological
.
. . Phylogenetichistory. . . is not
them
hypotheses (though the classificationas
to most of the uses of classificapertinent
such may not fully express them), which
tion.
Astronomers
do not have to know
are subject to many checks of self-consistsidereal
the
histories
of
bodies, nor physiency and extrinsic consistency-though
in
orderto do valid
cists
of
atomic
particles
such checks are not necessarilyeasily exscientificwork with them." These authors
pressed in quantitativeterms. It has been
claim precision for phenetic methodology
claimed (e.g., by Birch and Ehrlich,
and are opposed to "mixtures"of phenetics
1967a) that these embodied hypotheses, and phyleticsin classificatoryprocedures.
and indeed syntheticevolutionarytheory An outrageous stab on their part is to
generally,are not falsifiable; This is due accuse the evolutionist Ernst Mayr of
to the unsophisticatedassumption that a Platonism; to interpretMayr's insistence
on the "reality" (i.e., reasonable defin* This is admitted by Williams and Dale
(1965), thoughwe may accept theirsuggestion ability) and importanceof the species in
that non-probabilistic
numericalclassifications
in evolutionarytheoryas a formof Platonic
other fields have value as hypothesis-generating
essentialismis a gross distortionindeed.
systems. While they allow that phylogenetic Birch and Ehrlich's quoted statement is
hypothesesmay be generated,these authorstend
to dismissthem on the groundof their alleged partlytrue; we certainlycan classifywithout referenceto phylogeny(Linnaeus did
untestability.
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it!) and, forthe reasonsalready given,such acceptable as even roughlyconsistentwith
classificationsmay work quite well. This phylogeny,and thereis no reason why we
is in itselfno reason at all to reject con- should be asked to accept it simply besiderationof phylogeny,which is one im- cause of claims of repeatability,objectivity,
portantaspect of the evolutionaryprocess precision,or stability. Repeatabilityis not
that underliesthe workabilityof our classi- dependent on the phenetic approach and
fications. Astronomersdo, of course, con- the claimed objectivityand precision are
sider the historiesof stars, etc., and may superficial. Stabilityhas been mentioned
modify their classifications accordingly. already and later will be discussed further.
The case of [sub]atomicparticlesis simpler
In summary,such philosophicalconsiderand not really comparable; nevertheless ations as we have reviewed, far from
elucidation of underlyingregularitiesand invalidating the phyletic approach to
the possible transformations
of particles is taxonomy,may be turnedagainst the phehighlypertinentto our mentalsystematiza- neticiststhemselves.
tion of them. Improved classificationin
I. NUMERICAL
PHENETICS
these cases does in fact involve positive TAXIMETRICS*.
feedback (i.e., a "mixed" procedure).
Evaluation and methods
For the reconstruction
of phylogenieswe
We have discussed at lengththe foundacan use evidence of many kinds which is
not just derived fromthe patternsof phe- tions of phenetics. Only briefmentioncan
netic diversitywe observein the organisms be made of the techniques of numerical
under study. Cytogenetic data, for ex- taxonomy and their applicability. These
ample, have a special relevance beyond are being used, often on rather trivial
mere matchingof attributesof the chromo- problems, by increasing numbers of taxsomes or of the genetic systems. The onomistswho often seem to accept very
contributionof comparativebiochemistry, uncriticallythe philosophical foundations
especially where its adaptational signifi- and the mathematicalmodels which they
cance is evident or where biosynthetic explicitlyor implicitlyembody. The worth
pathways indicate probable directions of of the resultsseems usually to be measured
change (e.g., Scora, 1967), frequentlygoes against what the taxonomisthas done, or
beyond mere phenetic comparison. Quite would have done, without the techniques
often there is a fossil record of consider- -an amusingtest,to say the least. Matheable value. In particular,probable direc- matical methodsof ordinationand classifitions in the evolutionof organ-systems
can cation seem to have thrownverylittlenew
be deduced from ontogenetic,ecological,
adaptational, and historicalevidence and
* The forms"taxometrics"
and "taxonometrics"
comparisons.Examples are legion and can are also in currentuse. "Taximetrics"
is etymologisince the firstroot is the
be found in works on evolutionarytheory cally the best-formed
and in many publicationspresentingcriti- Greekratts, rctews (or Ionic rdttos)-"an arranging", of which
form in Greek
as in the case compoundswas the combining
cally argued reconstructions,
ra&-( Liddell and Scott, 1864).
of the Proteaceae already cited. A single The word "taxonomy"is badly formed(cf. the
example will suffice: floraladaptationsfor French"taxinomie")but is now firmlyestablished
as
pollinationby long-tonguedinsects or by by usage. One may hope that "taximetrics",
by Rogers (1963), will prevail,or perhaps
birds cannot have occurred in geological used
it is not yet too late to substitutethe simpler
periods before such animals existed. Any "taximetry",
with the ending on the model of
phenetic classificationwhich grouped or- "geometry","trigonometry",
"biometry","anthroganisms in a manner inconsistentwith pometry",etc. Furtherdevelopmentof the first
of these examples could lead to the delightful
such a fact (taking all other relevant in- consequenceof numericaltaxonomists'
beingcalled
formation into account) would not be "taximeters".
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light on the taxonomicproblems of "diffi- phyleticists. The authors claim it as an
cult" groups, despite their usefulness in "'advantage"that "such a limited sampling
ecology or in non-biologicalfields where eliminates all the intra-taxonvariability",
thereis no obviouslyprime source of regu- which hardlyengendersconfidencein their
laritycomparable with phylogenyand the appreciationof the significanceof nature's
complexity. In their study of difficult
genetic constitutionof organisms.
It is truethatWatson et al. (1966, 1967) species-complexes in Cassia, Irwin and
have produced a slightlybetter classifica- Rogers (1967), using the graph-theory
tionof the Epacridaceae and a considerably model of Wirth et al. (1966), seem to be
better one of the Ericaceae than those reasonably well satisfiedwith the results.
previously existing (not necessarily "ac- The taxa are too closely related to show
cepted" as theyput it)-but the latterwere clear phylogeneticpatterns,but little bioalmost a centuryold and based on less systematicinformationis available.' The
complete data and, in the case of Drude's taximetricclusteringprocedure seems at
less satisfactoryclassification,on an ana- least to have promotedthe authors'confilyticormonotheticapproach.Fromthedata, dence.
A notable exponentof numerical methit seems to me t-hatmany good modem
taxonomists should have been able to ods recentlyremarked to me that, given
effect equal improvement by adequate suitable data and an appropriateprogram,
study and phylogeneticconsideration. In- "the computercan produce a betterclassideed, by careful study and reasoning, ficationthan a poor taxonomist".But then,
Watson had already cleared up most of so can a good taxonomist-and, being in
the problems,thoughthe computeranalysis possession of much extraneousinformation
suggested some placings for doubtful and reasoningpower which are not in the
genera. In the more difficultcase of the storage unit or the programmedstrategy
Basidiomycetes,reportedby Kendrickand of the computer,he can often do so with
Weresub (1966), "Adansonian" computer much less tediousrecordingof data. Might
re- it not be more economicalto employa few
analyses gave thoroughlyunsatisfactory
sultsas comparedwitha reasoned phyloge- more good taxonomists?This ought to be
netic approach. It would be difficultto possible out of a world population of 3 x
explain these away by criticism of the 109.
The literatureprovides ample illustramathematical models or techniques employed; the source of troubleseems to have tions of considerablydivergentclassificabeen evolutionaryconvergence.In a group tions of the same material,fromthe same
of Solanum species and hybrids,Heiser et data, produced by various strategies of
al. ( 1965) found that the resultsof a phe- numericaltaxonomy (Boyce, 1964; Olson,
netic numerical analysis were less satis- 1964; Katz and Torres, 1965; Minkoff,
factorythan those of a "subjective"study 1965; Rohlf and Sokal, 1965; Sheals, 1965;
when checked with the considerable bio- Kendrick and Weresub, 1966; Lance and
Williams, 1966a; Sokal and Michener,
systematicinformation.
A recent coup. d'ceuil over the grass 1967; 't Mannetje, 1967). Varying the
family, using a probabilistic mixed-data attributesampling gives somewhat differmethod(Cliffordand Goodall, 1967), seems ent resultsagain; so does changed scoring,
only to confinn the well-establishedfea- whetherit implies altered attributedefinitures of modern non-numericalclassifica- tions or grouping,changes in measure, or
tions and to indicate that the "difficult" all of these. It is true that differentmethcases actually are so. Its sampling basis ods sometimesyield reasonablyconcordant
of one species per tribe would certainly resultsfor the major divisionsof a group
satisfyneither traditionaltaxonomistsnor but in these circumstancesthe taxonomist
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is seldom in doubt in any case. If, aftera variantof the Manhattanmetric?What are
carefulinvestigation,a taxonomistremains the relative advantages of divisive and
in doubt as to the classificationof partic- agglomerativestrategies? (One can do a
ular groups, it is usually due to intrinsic little classifyingof the strategies themcomplexities,past or present,in evolution- selves-without using the computer,so that
arysituations.Lack of well-definedcluster- thereis some intellectualsatisfactionin it.)
ing and especially of nested groupingsis What are the propertiesand advantages of
inherentin such situations; consequently hierarchical(nested) systemsas opposed to
the differentcharacteristicsof the various overlapping, clustering (clumping) systaximetricstrategieswill result in lack of tems? To what extent are particular
consistency. These instabilitiesarise from agglomerativesortingstrategiesspace-disthe fundamental difficulties discussed torting?Can dimension-reducing
ordination
earlier; they cannot be regarded simplyas techniques such as principal component
functionsof a signal: noise ratio (Lange analysis and factor analysis be used effiet al., 1965) (though this may vary with cientlyas a basis forextractinga classificathe method), since the signal itself is to tion from an ordination? What are the
some extentwhat we defineit to be.
virtues of rotation of axes in a factor
The theoreticiansof numericaltaxonomy analysisto yield "simple structure"?What
have enjoyed themselves immenselyover do the "factors"of factor analysis mean?
the past decade (though not without de- (Not so easy to answer.) Are certain
(symveloping several schools with scant respect matricesalways positivesemi-definite
foreach other!). The mushroominglitera- metricwith all eigenvalues non-negative)?
ture is quite fascinatingand new develop- Are certain functions algebraically tracments tumble after each other. Anyone table? Do annoyingsingularitiesoccur?Are
who is prepared to learn quite a deal of probabilistic models really applicable or
matrixalgebra,some classical mathematical desirable? Can predictivitybe usefully
statistics,some advanced geometry,a little measured? What are the virtues of comset theory, perhaps a little information biningR- and Q-analysis,and what are the
theoryand graph theory,and some com- appropriate techniques? (As now agreed
puter technique,and who has access to a both by Sokal and Sneath (1963) and
good computerand enjoysmathematics(as Williams and Dale (1965), these terms
he must if he gets this far!) will probably refer to matrices: the elements of a Qfind the development of new taximetric matrix are measures of comparison of
methods much more rewarding,more up- objects (individuals) while those of an
to-date, more "general", and hence more R-matrixare measures of association of
prestigiousthan merely classifyingplants attributes.) How effective are heuristic
or animalsor workingout theirphylogenies. "hill-climbing"strategies (Rubin, 1967)
Unlike the taxonomicquestionsthemselves, which search for optimal structure by
the methodological questions which the systematictrial? How large a data matrix
taximetricmathematiciansets himselfare can particularcomputershandle forparticmostlyso definiteand so answerable-yet ular programs and how much computer
huntingforthe answersis difficultenough time does an analysis take? Are programs
to be interesting:
easily modifiable? What methods can
Does a certain distance functiondefine handle mixed data, and how validly?
a metric,semi-metric,
quasi-metric,or non- Should attribute scores be standardized
metric space? Is it monotonic (varying to unit variance, or in some other way?
throughoutin the same direction)as object- Are double-negative matches to be ingroups are successivelyfused? What are cluded? What is negative in any case?
the propertiesof the Canberra metricas a (Suppression of a character may well
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be the derived conditionwithinour frame we are aware of the numerous subjective
of reference;to assign greater importance and arbitrary decisions implied in the
to "presence"than "absence" is a decidedly choice of data and of mathematical
subjective judgment.) Is the information- models.
I do not believe,however,thatwe should
statisticthe best basis for agglomerative
accept any such classificationas the last
strategies?
Some of these questions are discussed in word or as indicatingthat answers existto
an enlighteningpaper by Williams and the chain of questions posed early in this
Dale (1965). Althoughthese authorsmake address. Ordinarily one can attempt to
the usual, partiallyinvalid, pheneticistas- evaluate such a classificationby evolutionsumptions,theirmathematicaldiscussionis ary considerationsand can modifyit acmost helpfuland pertinent.However, ref- cordinglyif necessary-there is no need to
erence to various subsequent papers is stand in awe of its "objectivity".If.this is
necessary (e.g., Bonner, 1964, 1965; Mac- not feasible, one can accept it as possibly
naughton-Smith,1965; Hall, 1965, 1967a, better than one could do by intuitive
1967b; Davidson and Dunn, 1966; Goodall, methods.Havingaccepteda finiteset of
1966; Gower, 1966; Jancey, 1966; Menit- relevantattributes(not necessarilyall used
ski1,1966; Wirth et al., 1966; Lance and in the analysis), one may judge classificawithinthatset by
Williams, 1966a, 1966b, 1967a, 1967b, tionsas to predictivity
1967c; Davidson, 1967; Estabrook, 1967; means of the probabilisticutilityfunction
Orloci, 1967; Rubin, 1967; Crovello, 1968; of Goodall, who, in an interestingpaper
Wallace and Boulton, 1968), and indeed (Goodall, 1966), outlinessome of the conany attemptto be comprehensivein this straintswhich are necessary before any
field is obsolescent before it reaches the probabilistictechniquecan be validlyused.
Warburton(1967) suggeststhatthe purprinter.The well-knowntextof Sokal and
Sneath (1963), which was welcomed by pose of classificationshould be to maxinon-initiatesas the Bible of the subject, mize "theprobabilitythatstatementsknown
though still important,has already taken to be true of two organismsare true of all
on the archaicflavourof an Old Testament, members of the smallest taxon to which
both as to foundationsand as to the range they both belong. It should not be imand evaluation of mathematical methods possible to develop tests for this property
to objectivelydecide which of several rival
and models.
Are phenetic numerical methods, then, classificationsis best." Any such test, of
of value in practical systematics?I think course, would depend on definitionof a
theycan be, especiallynow that computers finiteset of "statements".If we agree to
can processhigh-ordermatrices(approach- that, Warburton'scriterioncould provide
ing 200 "objects",or even more) and that a useful pragmatictest within a frame of
mixed-dataprogramshave been developed reference,but because of this arbitrary
to deal with two-state,multi-state,and aspect it answersno generalquestion about
infinite-state
quan- the best classification.
(continuously-varying)
tities in the same matrix (Lance and
No good reason existswhy any particular
Williams, 1967c; Wallace and Boulton, horizontalcuts across phenograms*should
1968). Our ordinary intuiti'veprocesses be accepted as meaningful"phenon levels"
begin to lose efficiencywith problems of (Sneath and Sokal, 19632;Sokal and Rohlf,
this magnitude,especially when a compa* Phenogramsare phenetic dendrogramspurrable number of attributesis used. The
to show similarity
by a tree-likediagram
porting
in
the
computer'selucidationof "structure"1
of nested subsets of the objects-not merely
data may be useful to us in suggesting topologically
but scaled accordingto theparticular
an appropriate classification,even though measureused.
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1962; Sokal and Sneath, 1963) upon which
to erect our formaltaxonomy. All claims
for phenetic "standards" of rank collapse
on analysis, including those reiteratedin
the ratherbrash paper in which Sokal and
Sneath (1966) set out their recipes for a
great leap forward to "efficiencyin taxonomy".
Althougha numberof earlierauthorshad
proposed numericalmethodsfortaxonomic
classification,it is interestingthat one of
the influentialstreamsin the modernperiod
is associated with the work of P. H. A.
Sneath (for references see Sokal and
Sneath, 1963) on the classificationof bacteria, a group in which phylogeneticinterpretationhas been unsatisfactoryand
equivocal. Another vigorous stream, associated with W. T. Williams and his collaborators,began in the field of ecology
and has close associationswith workersin
such areas as criminology(MacnaughtonSmith,1965), industry,and business,in all
of which classificationhas been and must
surely remain an ad hoc arbitrarymatter
(however "objective" we may cause it to
appear by makingthe subjective decisions
beforebeginningthe calculations).
Generally experienced systematists,
young or old, who employ taximetric
methodsusually seem to make excuses for
them: "Well, the computeranalysis didn't
do any betterthan (or as well as) I could,
but it wasn't a bad job and perhaps it gave
me an odd idea here and there"would sum
theseup. Despite substantialresponsearising fromgenuine interestas well as from
bandwaggoning, the showing after ten
years' hard selling is not at all impressive
so far as improved practical classification
or biological understandingare concerned.
The onus must surely be increasinglyon
the numericalpheneticiststo give reasons,
otherthan its meretriciousglitter,why we
should buy theirproduct except with considerable reserve. Fashion, spuriousobjectivity,and competitionfor financialgrants
(Rollins, 1965) are not very scientificreasons. Neitheris fear of being included by
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such determinedlyiconoclastic zealots as
Paul Ehrlich (1965)t in the class: {"members of the old school" who "would still
like to see a pinch of phylogeneticspeculation mixed into their basic data (presumablyforsentimentalreasons)" and who
"will continueto promotethisconfusionfor
some time to come"}-and thus excluded
fromthe class: {"those who wish to look
forward"), regarded by Ehrlich (objectively,no doubt) as non-overlappingwith
the formerclass. There is a familiarring
to this: "He who disagrees with me is a
reactionary."
Our only certain scientificpay-offfrom
phenetictaximetricmethodsis that,having
gathered a lot of data, we shall therefore
be less likelyto overlookfeaturesof evolutionaryor practicalsignificance.Oftenthe
game may not be worththe candle.
Relation to genetic basis
Sneath and Sokal (1962) introducedthe
concept of the "matches asymptote",hypothesizing(Sokal and Sneath, 1963) that
"'the similaritybetween two operational
taxonomic units is some parametric proportionof charactermatcheswhich we are
estimatingwith a sample of characters"
and that "as the number of characters
sampled increases, the value of the simibecomesmorestable". The
laritycoefficient
meaninglessnessof a parametricvalue in
the all-attributescase has been demonstratedbut it may still seem reasonable to
consider that, given a suitable measure of
similarity,such a parameterexists for the
"'matchesin the nucleotidesequence of the
DNA of the genotype". If that is so, then,
over the attributesordinarilyregarded as
important,the confidence band for an
estimateof this parameterwill narrow as
the sample size increases. In that there is
a certainregularity,related to the genetic
t More recently(Ehrlich and Ehrlich, 1967),
this authorhas realised that numericalphenetics
in its results-and apindeterminate
is inherently
pears to have adopted a nihilisticattitudeto taxin general.
onomicimprovement
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information,over the attributeswe are netic taxonomy,but at least the phyletic
likelyto consider,some such convergenceis approach to its resolutionshould be more
indeed to be expected. The existenceof a intelligentand subtle than crude lumping
numericallydefinitevalue will of course of the data or results. An alternative,of
depend on the acceptance of a particular course,is to take the view of Ehrlich (1964,
finiteattributeset definedby enumeration 1965) that "phylogenetic speculation is
of its elements,but it is doubtless correct fun,but seems to have littlescientificpurto say, in an impreciseway, that the larger pose" and hence to regardall classifications
the sample of attributesthe better our as special, so that "one wishing to make
comparisonswill tend to be in reflecting predictions about the distribution and
the similaritiesof the genotypes. However, ecology of larval mosquitoes would preeven if we knew the entirenucleotide se- sumablydo betterto workwitha taxonomy
quences over a set of organismswe should based only on charactersof the larvae".
stillhave to make manydecisionson matchPhylogeny cannot be perfectly eluciing procedure. (We can hardly speak of dated, and it is inherentlycomplex and
comparing"genes"-the gene is no longer reticulate at those levels of grouping at
a useful operational unit at the level of which interbreedingamong groups still
molecular genetics.) We certainlycould occurs. Neverthelessits unique existence
not set up pluri-uniquecorrespondencesof provides the nearest thing to a solid base
DNA base sequences over the whole geno- forgeneraltaxonomy.
typeof organismswhich were at all diverse
II. NUMERICALPHYLETICS
or differed in karyotype (see Ehrlich, TAXIMETRICS.
1964, and Reynolds, 1965, for possible
Conditioned as they have become by
furtherdifficulties). Taking the step up reiteratedassertionsto believe that operato the comparison of proteins will not tionistphilosophydemands that taxonomy
remove this difficulty,though such com- must be purelyphenetic,only a few of the
parisons as can be made in this field will theoreticians of taximetricshave shown
provide informationat least as useful as interestin developingmathematicalmodels
thatfromotherattributes.
and correspondingnumerical techniques
Related to, but not identical with, the forthe elucidationof phylogeny. One can
"matches-asymptote" hypothesis is the set up plausible,thoughclearlyover-simpli"non-specificityhypothesis" (Sneath and fied,models of phylogeneticprocesses,just
Sokal, 1962; Sokal and Sneath,1963) which as one can for genetic systems. Some at
assumes that "there are no distinctlarge least of these models are reasonably tracclasses of genes affectingexclusivelyone table mathematically,as are the rather
class of characterssuch as morphological, idealized models of population genetics
physiological or ethological, or affecting which have often proved fruitfulin sugspecial regionsof the organism".This suf- gestinghypothesesand in testingfor confersfromthe same fundamentaldifficulties sistency.
of definitionand testingas otherphenetic
The "advancement index" of Sporne
concepts but, so far as the phenetic tests (1948, 1954, 1956, 1960) was an early atmay be accepted as valid, it appears often temptto assess evolutionaryadvancement.
not to hold very well (e.g., Rohlf, 1965; Sporne's approach was different
fromlater
Thornton and Wong, 1967). Indeed, the methods discussed here, but is of limited
lack of correspondenceof groupings de- applicability, for the reasons given by
rived from differentsets of data (say, Davis and Heywood (1963, p. 39). The
from internal anatomy and external mor- concept of a statisticallymeasured overall
phology,or fromlarval and adult stages) "advancement" is both too indefinitely
is a problemin phyleticas well as in phe- based to have much statisticalvalidityand
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too generalizedfor effectivereconstruction able selection". One could disagree with
of phylogenies.
these assumptions,and it is clear fromthe
A simple phylogeneticconsistencytest, authors'very honest discussion that many
based on the postulate of unidirectional arbitrarydecisions have to be made as to
change in individual characters,was de- the nature of the spaces and metricsimveloped by Wilson (1965). This field of plied by the models and by the methods
studyhas been termedcladisticsby Camin of estimation.Tests of the methodin cases
and Sokal (1965) who, having formulated where there is good fossil and other evia set of assumptionsregardingevolutionary dence fora particularphylogenyshould be
sequences, developed a computerstrategy interesting. Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards
based on the principle of parsimony. Its dismiss Camin and Sokal's paper with the
aiin was to constructcladogram-is
(phyletic observationthat the latterauthors'assumpdendrograms)representingan evolutionary tion "that evolutionproceeds according to
minimum-pathbranching pattern for the some minimumprinciple"cannotjustifythe
set of OTU's under consideration. The use of a "method of minimumevolution",
method was checked against the palaeon- thoughCavalli-Sforzaand Edwards do not
tologically well-documentedphylogenyof deny the possible usefulness of such
horses and also for a group of imaginary methods.
Workingwith amino acid sequences of
organisms ("Caminalcules") which had
been independentlygenerated using the cytochromec froman assortmentof vertephylogeneticprinciples enunciated. This brates,two insects,and three fungi,Fitch
importantpioneering work has naturally and Margoliash (1967) have used a nuappealed to those phyleticistswho do not merical method of phylogenetic analysis
wish to turn their backs altogether on on the basis of "mutationdistance",thatis,
numericalmethods,but has been virtually the minimalnumber of nucleotideswhich
ignoredby many pheneticists.Camin and must be altered in order to convert the
Sokal themselvescontinueto prefera phe- coding for one cytochrometo that for annetic basis forclassification"untilan opera- other. This is an excellent paper, but I
tional system combining cladistics and cannotresistquotingthe metaphoricalgem
phenetics can be established"; since any that if "one wishes to test a tree which
such system must be arbitrary,from the differsonly in the order in which the
nature of the phenetic component,I can- chicken,duck, and penguin are joined, the
not see how this aim can be achieved with only legs in need of recalculationare those
the "objectivity"which Camin and Sokal five descending to these birds from the
desire.
avian apex". The mental picture which
Cavalli-Sforzaand Edwards (1967) have this conjuresup is slightlyless surrealistic
discussed, in considerably greater depth if we note thatFitch and Margoliash'strees
and detail, some mathematicalmodels and grow upside-down and have legs instead
estimation procedures for phylogenetic of branches!
analysis. Their intention,only partially
Silvestriand Hill (1964) stressthe value
fulfilled,was to use maximum-likelihood
the patristic approach (i.e., genetic
of
methodsto estimatethe formand proporin microbiologicalsystematics,
comparison)
tions of "the most probable tree uniting
there
since
are
few reliable data for clathe presently living populations". Their
"branching random walk" model assumes distic hypothesesin that field. However,
that evolutionarychanges leading to di- Silvestri (1964) also points out that phemay be outstrippedby
vergencesin geneticconstitution
are, at the netic differentiation
level concerned,essentiallystochastic,sum- DNA evolutionbecause of the degeneracy
marized as "randomgeneticdriftand vari- of the geneticcode.
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Furtherdevelopmentof numericalphyletics is certain-and seems to have considerable promise, but inasmuch as the
methods are numerical they impose their
inbuiltmetricpropertieson a situationfor
which topological "reality"is more or less
inherent,but "distance",if defined on essentiallypheneticgrounds,is dependenton
our point of view. "Mutationdistance"will
usually be determinableonly in respect of
a few loci, and therefore inadequately
sampled, but it does perhaps representthe
nearest thing to a "natural" metric basis
forbiological taxonomy.
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tion allied to that of set theory): topology,
or analysissitusas it was once called.
We should not be bewitchedby number,
in particularby the continuum(for basic
conceptsand some enlightening
philosophical discussion,see Dantzig, 1962). We shall
probably never be able to express or
apprehend complex situations in their
precise quantitativedetail. Over the centuries, beginning with the natural num.,
bers 1, 2, 3
we have had to extend
our concept of quantityto embrace zero,
directed (positive and negative) numbers,
rational fractions, algebraic and transcendental irrationals, complex numbers,
QUALITY
AND QUANTITY
IN MATHEMATICS
and various kinds of hypercomplexnumThe urge to quantifyis upon all biology bers, such as quaternions, vectors, and
and the social sciences. Undoubtedly it matrices. To cope with change and with
has already broughtconsiderablebenefits, infiniteprocesses, the differentialand inbut we should not forgetthat science is tegral calculus was necessary. Further,to
not the process of measuringnatural phe- deal precisely with matters as uncomplinomena; that is merelya technique of sci- cated (as compared, say, with those of
ence. Very largely the aim of science is biology) as the specification of simple
to discern qualitative differences,that is, events and relationsin space-time,matheto simplify and reduce the number of maticianshave combinedvectors,matrices,
quantitieswhich it is necessaryto specify. and calculus into the formidablesubject
For instance,in particle physicstoday the of tensoranalysis-and this in cases where
algebraic theoryof groups (this term has there are no difficultiesof multipleincomhere no connection with "groups", i.e., mensurability.We have no hope of exclasses or sets, in classification)has been tending this kind of precise quantitative
successfullyapplied to the ordering and mathematics to describe the biological
predictionof quantum phenomena, as in- situationsencounteredin taxonomy.Mathedeed it was applied earlier to symmetry matics is hard, paradoxically,because its
relationsin such fields as crystallography. subject matteris simple-and the subject
The essence of the algebraic concept of a has thusbeen able to progressa long way.
Statistics,largely based on probability
group is not quantitybut structure:a particular set of relations between elements, theory,has been developed to cope with
the latter usually being operationsin the circumstances,in physicsas well as in less
particular class of relations which satisfy simplefields,where we are concernedwith
the group concept. This principle is ex- large numbers of events which display a
pressed with greater generality in the degree of disorder,that is, lack of indiconcept of isomorphism:the matchingof vidual specifiability(except where indisets of relations,not quantities. It is these vidual observation is feasible). Statistics
qualitative aspects with which much of requires certain assumptions,as we have
modem algebra is concerned (e.g., Max- seen, which are oftennot justifiedin syswell, 1965; Hollingsworth,1967). The same tems of incommensurables.May we not be
is true of much advanced geometry,espe- well advised to avoid putting all our
cially the non-metricgeometryof position moneyon Quantity?Qualitativeassessment
(mostly abstractand expressed in a nota- (which, as we have seen, does not exclude
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dimensionalspace to forma conventional
dendrogram,providedthatwe are not concerned with any measure of distance or
indeed with any ordering except on the
time co-ordinate.In this case it is onlythe
which counts. (II) We
orderofbranching
can admit p + 1 dimensions (including
attributes
We can also veryoftenperceive qualita- time) where p is the numberof
taken into account. This class of phyletictive structure,and subject our interpretais merely an attritionto empiricaltests,by qualitativemeans. phenetic space, which
time dimension added,
bute-space
with
a
Quantitativeexpressionof a situation,or a
is the basis of Cavalli-Sforzaand Edwards's
quantitativecheck, is of no greatervalue
primary
model; it has some metricproperunless the assumptionsunderlyingit are
ties but need not be fully metric in the
justified. We now know that often they
Williams and Dale (1965). A tree
are not. In the words of Hull (1965), an sense of
in it cannot be mapped into a two-dimenauthorwhom all the devotees of numerical
sional space without considerable loss of
objectivity (and all phyleticists!) should
information. Two- or three-dimensional
read, "talk of taxonomicspace, like talk of
representations
such as those advocated by
gene pools, is strictlymetaphorical. ...
amongmanyothers,though
Sporne
(1956),
Taxonomic space . . . is an amorphous
useful as illustrations,cannot hope to be
continuumwith no intrinsicmetric; there
accurate in representingeither pheis nothingabout taxonomicspace to indi- very
netic or evolutionarydistance, according
cate how long to make the unitof measureto whatever measure we adopt.
ment or at what point to begin measuring
Whetheror not we agree on some arbionce the unit is chosen". To this we may
trary
working commensurabilityover the
add that the dimensionalityof taxonomic
dimensions
representingattributes(or some
space, even in the sense of phyleticspace,
such
measure
as Fitch and Margoliash's
is arbitraryand the space is not isotropic
"mutation
distance"),
in both space classes
(similar in propertiesin all directions).*
and
time
is incommensurable
(I)
(II)
There is a time dimensionwhich is metrizwith
We cannot
the
other
dimensions.
able forour purposesby the ordinaryphysicombine
time
and
the other
legitimately
cal criteria.The remainingdimensionswill
forms
of
into
disany
general
"distance"
depend on our model or mental construct
is
tance
measure.
This
in
fact
the
strength
of the space. Two main phyletic cases
arise: (I) We can say that there are n of the time-orientedstandpoint;the timedimensions(includingtime) where n is the sequence is potentiallydeterminableand
numberof recognized "ends" (individuals, oftenpracticallyinferable. Thus, the only
species, OTU's or whatever our smallest unequivocal dendrogramsare topological
unit of taxonomicdivisionis taken to be). cladogramswhich are qualitativein nature,
if
This will be a pure "cladon-space", and except that we do have palaeontological
evidence
of
actual times of branchings
any cladistic tree withinit can be mapped
these cladograms become unequivocally
without loss of informationinto a twometricas to the time axis only.

mathematical concepts) may be a surer
winnerin heavy-going. To be sure,we can
oftenextractqualitativestructure,or qualitative generalizations, from quantitative
data and, when we can, we should doubtless do so.
CLADISTICSPACES

* Edwards and Cavalli-Sforza(1964, CavalliCLADISTICS
ANDCLASSIFICATION
Sforzaand Edwards,1967) specificallydefinean
isotropic"evolutionaryspace-time"but this isoAssumingthat we have arrived by reatropicityis achieved by a transformation
which, sonable inferenceat a cladistic tree, does
as they say, "is a reflectionof the genetic assumptionswhich are being made, and these will thisthenat last lead us to an optimalclassification? It certainlydoes not lead us to
be peculiarto each case".
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an ordinationof the objects at any time
level (more strictly,in any hyperplane
normalto the time axis), unless we accept
a particularattribute-spaceas in case (II)
just described. But we may consider the
possibilitiesof effectiveclassificationwithout ordination.
Often,by referenceto the time sequence
of branching,we may referthe objects to
a nested(hierarchical)systemof sets. However, if we are workingwholly or partly
below the level of effectivegenetic isolation,the tree is a banyan, anastomosingin
its lower levels at least. The sets will then
intersectin a complex manner and in this
case thereis certainlyno unique hierarchy.
This is one reason why the "biological"
species conceptsare importantin taxonomic
theory and practice, however difficultto
define they may be in some groups of
organisms(see Simpson,1961, for an elaborationof thismatter,and Hull, 1964, 1965,
for an illuminatingphilosophical discussion). In these reticulatecases, which are
usuallybelow and about the "species" level
in the conventional system,but may include somewhat higher levels if allopolyploidy has occurred, only subjective or
arbitraryclassificationis possible-there is
no one "rightanswer",though some classificationsare certainlyworse than others.
Numerical methods cannot alter this,
thoughtheymay aid in evaluation of data
and obviate the possibilityof grosslysubjective (thatis, "unreasonable")judgements.
For many years I have worked with the
large genus (or group of genera) Eucalyptus,whichpresentsa maze of anastomosing
situationsof thiskind,thoughnot including
alloploidy. It has long been clear to me
thatno single"best" classification,
phenetic
or "biological",is possible in such genera.
It would be a wasted effortto aim at one,
and it is a fond hope indeed that some
numerical analysis or other is going to
"solve" the classificationproblem. Nevertheless,it is not wasted effortto attemptto
understand the group or to describe as
well as we can the situationswhich exist

within it, in terms of phenetic variation,
ecologicalrelations,breedingbehaviour,and
so forth.As Harlan Lewis (1957) has said,
"it may be easier to determinewhy the
group is difficultthan to decide the most
appropriate taxonomic disposition".
This is where the biosystematicway of
thoughthas the advantage over the formalism of the pure pheneticist.Biosystematics,
even when not highly experimental,is
attemptingto understandand describe an
aspect of nature in dynamic terms. This
need by no means always, or even usually,
be pushed to the level of a detailed analysis
of population dynamics; we can infer a
great deal from many other cases where
detailed studieshave been made. We need
to see the forestas well as the trees,and
some of the trees as well as the forest,but
not always at the same time or place.
Formal taxonomy at the specific level
cannot always aim at perfection,though
there are in fact many perfectlystraightforwardcases where no dispute at all is
likelyto arise as to the correctgroupingnature oftendoes presentus with comforting discretenessat a particulartime level,
hence the not inconsiderable success of
traditional systematics. In the difficult
cases, we can frequently improve the
formalclassificationup to a certain point
by removingthe grosserinconsistenciesbetween formaltreatmentand our biological
understanding,althoughpossiblyreplacing
them with lesser inconsistencieselsewhere.
When we reach the stage where there is
no gain in consistency(this is itself not
unequivocallymeasurable; see Hull, 1964),
we may as well describe the situation,and
stop. Whatever theorists may suppose,
are well aware that
practisingsystematists
there are vast fields in which much more
effectiveworkcan be done beforereaching
the point where inherent instabilitybecomes limiting. Instabilitiesarising out of
ignorance or sheer wrong-headednessare,
or were, commonenough,but we need not
judge any subject by its incompetents.The
improvement
may sometimesbe madebwith
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the aid of numericalmethods,but is often not to perceive the virtualimpossibilityof
solution.
quite feasible withoutthem. Whetherit is a satisfactory
Amongstorganismsat any one timelevel,
always worthwhile,by any method,is anotherquestion. Ehrlich (1964, 1965) thinks it may at firstseem obvious that,ifwe have
not; he may be right,but this is a highly deduced the topological structure of a
subjectivejudgment,like many pronounce- divaricating tree and expressed it as a
ments of the objectivists. Certainly some cladogram,we then have a hierarchylaid
more consideration of priorities in tax- out beforeus. The nested groupingswould
onomy, as suggested by Ehrlich, should thenpresentno problemthoughassignment
increase the efficiencyof the subject as an of rank would seem to have no non-arbiaid to understanding.This is quite apart traryobjectivebasis.
Unfortunatelythe situation is not so
fromeconomicpriorities,which are already
simple. Hull (1964) gives an admirable
well recognized.
Returningto a level above coenospecies discussion of the difficultyof fittingthe
and above alloploid formation,where the traditionalLinnaean hierarchy(indeed any
cladogramsare free of loops, the problems hierarchy)to the phylogeneticbackground,
are again discussedby Simpson (1961) and and the reasons why Simpson'scriterionof
by Hull (1964, 1965). They are at two consistencycan be only imperfectlyapand for- plied. There are two main sources of
levels: phylogeneticinterpretation
mal treatment.We shall here assume that difficulty:
(1) The definitenessof a topological
is as good as we can get
our interpretation
it-how, then, do we group, and how do cladogramdepends not only on our knowledge, which may be quite inadequate to
we rank?
Since lineages are continuous in time indicate the exact sequence of branching,
(up to the point of extinction),classifica- but also on the taxonomicunitof the cladotion along the time axis must be largely gram. Any questions of monophylywill
althoughthe rate of evolutionary depend upon the unit adopted and here
arbitrary,
change is by no means constant(see, e.g., we encountersome circularityin the definiSimpson, 1953) and some authors (e.g., tion of categories,if monophylyis taken as
Takhtajan, 1953) have described evolu- a criterion(as it is by Simpson,1961, and
tionary change as chain-like rather than many otherphyletictaxonomists). A stem
line-like. I cannotdeal here with the diffi- of a cladogrammay be simpleif we define
cultiespeculiar to the classificationof allo- it as. being of generic cross-section,as it
chronous forms. They are of much less were, at all points,but if we dissect it into
practical importancethan those concerning species strandswe may find quite a netorganismsand may be safely work.
contemporary
of time
(2) Providingour representation
left to the palaeontologists. The text-book
and populations is sufficientlycoarseof Simpson (1961) and the referencesgiven
grained,we may be able to say that species
thereincover the subject adequately. Phy- diverged at such-and-sucha level but it is
letic numerical analysis may doubtless not so easy with highercategories. This is
sometimesprove helpful in this field for fundamentallybecause we insiston recogthe elucidationof phylogenyand the quan- nizing these categories by the "level of
titativestudyof anageneticchange,but any organization"or "broad adaptive patterns"
purely phenetic analysis across different of the organismswe referto them,as well
time levels is inappropriate for general as by inferredmonophyly(e.g., Simpson,
classification. Tuomikoski (1967) gives a 1953, 1961). This familiardouble function
useful discussionof palaeontologicalclassi- of the taxonomiccategorieswas neatly exfication over all time levels but appears pressed by Huxley (1958) when he coined
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the terms grade and clade, now widely on which selectionworks. As I have said
adopted. The correspondingterms(due to earlier,because we are part of the world in
Rensch, 1960) for processes of differentia- which selectionoperatesand because what
tion are anagenesis (evolutionary "ad- is a practical matterfor selection is often
vance") and cladogenesis (evolutionary a practical matterfor us, we are also conseparation), with the addition of stasi- cerned with such phenetic characteristics,
and a purely cladistic classificationwill
genesis (evolutionarystasis).
To illustrate this double requirement, not meet our needs. Nor will a patristic
the familiarexample will serve: The rep- system.
Thus we are presentedwith a dilemma:
tiles, mammals, and birds representthree
grades, but cladisticallythe last two are If we choose to classifypurelyphenetically
simply branches (clades, ignoring some (this need not be hierarchic-overlapping
parallelism in the case of the mammals) clustersor simplyordinationare systematiof equal status to other branches still zations, though psychologicallyunsatisfytreated as reptiles. In set-theoreticterms, ing to most of us) then we have no firm
the set: {all vertebrateswhose ancestors basis and are ignoringphylogeny,which
attainedthe reptilianlevel of organization) does interestus. If we choose to classify
includes two (now) prettyclearly defined purelycladistically(assumingthatwe have
non-intersectingproper subsets: (mam- enoughinformation)thenwe failto display
mals) and {birds), which we do not now pheneticaspects of naturewhich are highly
call "reptiles",together with the residue importantin the evolutionaryprocess, to
(the complementof the union of (mam- the organismsthemselves,and to ourselves.
The customary attempted solution of
mals) and {birds}) which we do call repthe
evolutionarytaxonomistis a comprotiles but are jointly defined (within the
original set) only by the fact that they mise. Its general rationale is given by
are notmammalsor birds.
Simpson (1961). It has been followed,
Ehrlich (1964) has said that "a system inevitably with varying degrees of imbased on phylogenetic relationshipswill perfection,by many taxonomists,somenot necessarilyrepresentdegree of phenetic times avowedly (e.g., Johnson,1959, pp.
differentiation".Restricting"phenetic dif- 76-77), sometimes implicitly,and someto what we regard as adapta- times even when accompanied by disaferentiation"
tionally and practicallyimportant,this is vowal.
Such a procedure is obviously not very
quite true.
Now, in such cases the traditionalhier- logical and its defence may presentmany
archyis not conformablewith the cladistic problems. It is offensiveto those who dishierarchy,and the situationrecursthrough- like compromiseand demand a clear codiout the living world. It way be argued ficationof all procedures (e.g., Sokal and
that the classificationactually used is es- Camin, 1965). But it serves our purpose
sentiallyphenetic. So, in a sense, it is, but very well, and we should thinkvery hard
the choice of attributesused and the actual before we abandon it. For an analogy we
assignmentof individual taxa take evolu- may look to language. Natural languages
tionary(but not only cladistic) considera- are complex,not very logical systems,full
of redundancies and overlaps. Ordinary
tionsverymuchintoaccount.
Evolution, indeed, is not summed up language will not do for mathematicsor
merelyin the topologyof a phyletictree. even for the discussionof semanticsitself,
Pheneticdifferences
of manykinds (under- so we invent special symbolic languages
lain by the genetic informationand the and meta-languages.Nevertheless,most of
systemsforits exchange,suppression,modi- us have not yetfoundit necessary,feasible,
fication,and so forth) are the very stuff or desirable to discard common language
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even in scientific communication. With logical analysis of the Linnaean hierarchy
some modificationsand supplementation, by Buck and Hull (1966), the paradox
it serves us betterthan any substituteyet vanishes. We can thus rest easy with
thoughtof, becauseit suitsourpsychologya long-establishedfeature of systematics
(which is far from simply logical and which is certainly meaningful to most
linear) and because it links us with the biologists.*
knowledgeof thepast.
The continual "improvement"of classiIf, for similar reasons, we retain the fications (on whatever basis) leads at
broad frameworkof Linnaean hierarchical presentto some instabilityin names,which
taxonomy (though we may see fit to do certain biologists and others appear to
away withsome ofitsmoreuselesslyarchaic find most vexatious (this is quite apart
features), we must face the fact that no from formal changes due to newly disoptimaltaxonomy
exists.We could discard covered nomenclaturalpriorities,and so
Linnaean taxonomyforone of the innumer- forth). Systematiststhemselves often do
able phenetic systems (there is no opti- not mind these changes, at least in groups
mality there, as we have seen), or we with which they are familiar,since they
could use a purely cladistic systemwhich feel that the new nomenclatureexpresses
could then (in theory)be optimized,down the "cleaning-up"which has been achieved.
to a certainlevel, as to the nestingof sets Nevertheless, the instabilities do cause
but not as to ranking. As Hull (19,64) has confusion.Various authorshave suggested
shown, this latterwould result in a "pro- that thereshould be a fixednomenclature,
hibitivelycomplexand asymmetricalclassi- perhaps using single-word names for
fication", which would not meet our species, separate fromclassification.Some
requirementsas we see them at present.
(e.g., Michener, 1963; Sokal and Camin,
Recognizing and accepting the proce- 1965) suggest the use of code numbers.
dures which man has followed in intuitive Hull (1966) proposes the adoption of
classification,Davidson (1967) suggests a Michener'sfixednumberssupplementedby
radical departurefromthe formalmodels a system of "phylogeneticnumericlature"
employed by other taximetrists,whether with adjustable "positional numbers" to
phenetic or phyletic. He recommendsthat indicate currentviews on phylogeneticarmathematicsshould be used to construct rangement.Perhaps some such systemwill
a cybernetic model congruent with the eventually come, but at present it seems
"classificationprogramused by man since premature.The mnemonicvalue of words,
timeimmemorial".His efforts
will be worth and of binomials in particular, remains,
watching.
despite challenges, and a great deal of
One of the logicians' objections to the information
in the literaturewould become
usual formalhierarchyhas been the recog- difficultof access if the present system
nitionof taxa which may include only one were discarded. Similar views are exsubtaxon of next lower rank, for example, pressed by Randal and Scott (1967), who
unispecific ("monotypic") genera. This point out the usefulness of natural-lanobjection arises 'from a particular set- guage input to data-processingmachines,
theoretictreatmentunder which the exis- and also the greaterdetectabilityof errors
tence of such categoriesleads to what has by the eye when words are used. Parkes
been called Gregg'sParadox. This paradox, (1967) gives a similarqualified defence of
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logical system adopted. Under the more chiefly,I think,faute de mieux.
reasonable method of definitionof taxon* See Addendum.
names (in the sense of logic) used in a
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CONCLUSION
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